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Gentlemen:
This technical report culminates nearly three years of Mariner Voyager
studies at Boeing. During this time, we have gained an appreciation of the
magnitude of the task, and feel confident that the experience, resources
and dedication of The Boeing Voyager Team can adequately meet the challenge.
The Voyager management task is accentuated by three prime requirements:
An inflexible schedule of launch opportunities; the need for an information-
retrieval system capable of reliable high-traffic transmission over inter-
planetary distances; and a spacecraft design flexible enough to accommodate
a number of different mission requirements. We believe the technical
approach presented here satisfies these design requirements, and that
management techniques developed by Boeing for space programs will assure
delivery of operable systems at each critical launch date.
Mr. E. G. Czarnecki has been assigned program management responsibility.
His group will be ably assisted by Electro-Optical Systems in the area of
spacecraft power, Philco Western Development Laboratories will be respon-
sible for telecommunications, and the Autonetics Division, North American
Aviation will provide the auto-pilot and attitude reference system. This
team has already demonstrated an excellent working relationship during the
execution of the Phase IA contract, and will have my full confidence and
support during subsequent phases.
This program will report directly to George H. Stoner, Vice President and
Assistant Division Manager for Launch and Space Systems. Mr. Stoner has
the authority to assign the resources necessary to meet the objectives as
specified by JPL.
The Voyager Spacecraft System represents to us more than a business oppor-
tunity or a new product objective. We view it as a chance to extend
scientific knowledge of the universe while simultaneously contributing
to national prestige and we naturally look forward to the opportunity of
sharing in this adventure.
J Lysle A. Wood
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INTRODUCTION
In fulfillment of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Contract 951111,
the Aero-Space Division of the Boeing Company submits the Voyager Space-
craft Final Technical Report. The complete report, responsive to the
documentation requirements specified in the Statement of Work, consists
of the five following documents:
VOLUME TITLE
A
B
C
D
E
Preferred Design Flight Spacecraft and Hardware
Subsystems
Part I
Section 1.0 Voyager 1971 Mission Objectives
and Design Criteria
Section 2.0
Section 3.0
Part II
Section 4.0
Design Characteristics and
Restraints
System Level Functional Descriptions
of Flight Spacecraft
Functional Description for Space-
craft Hardware Subsystems
_--_ IIIF_ b
Section 5.0 Schedule and Implementation Plan
Section 6.0 System Reliability Summary
Section 7.0 Integrated Test Plan Development
Alternate Designs Considered-Flight Space-
craft and Hardware Subsystems
Design for Operational Support Equipment
Design for 1969 Test Spacecraft
Design for Operational Support Equipment
for 1969 Test Flight Spacecraft
BOEING
DOCUMENT
NUMBER
D2-82709-1
D2-82709-2
D2-82709-3
D2-82709-4
D2-82709-5
For convenience the highlights of the above documentation have been
summarizedto give an overview of the scope and depth of the technical
effort and managementimplementation plans produced during Phase IA.
This summaryis contained in VolumeO, ProgramHighlights and Manage-
ment Philosophy, D2-82709-0. A numberof supporting documentsare
provided to furnish detailed information developed through the course
of the contract and to provide substantiating reference material which
would not otherwise be readily available to JPL personnel. Additionally,
a full scale mock-up of the preferred design spacecraft has been assem-
bled. lhis mock-up, shownin Figure -i, has been delivered to JPL.
The mock-up has been provided with the view that it would be of value
to JPL in subsequent Voyager Spacecraft System planning. Mr. William
M. Allen, President of The Boeing Company,Mr. Lysle A. Wood,Vice-
President and AeroSpaceDivision General Manager, Mr. George H. Stoner,
Vice-President and Assistant Division Manager responsible for Launch
and Space Systemsactivities, and Mr. Edwin G. Czarnecki, Voyager Pro-
gram Manager, are shownwith the mockupo
During the three month period covered by Contract 951111, Boeing has:
l) Performed system analysis and trade studies necessary to achieve
an optimumor preferred design of the Flight Spacecraft.
2) Determined the requirements and constraints which are imposed
upon the Flight Spacecraft by the 1971 mission and by the other
systems and elements of the project, including the science payload.
3) Developed functional descriptions for the Flight Spacecraft and for
each of its hardware subsystems, excluding the science payload.
BtlE/Nc .. 
D2-82709 
Figure  1: Pre fer red  Design Mockup 
Wi l l i am M. A l l e n  
Edwin G. Czarneck i  
Lvsle A. Wood 
George H. Stoner  
Left to Right: 
3 
4)
6)
7)
8)
9)
Determined the requirements for the Flight Spacecraft associated
Operational Support Equipment (OSH) necessary to accomplish the
Voyager 1971 mission.
Developed a preliminary design of the OSE.
Developed functional descriptions for the 0SE.
Determined the objectives of a 1969 test flight and the design of
the 1969 Test Flight Spacecraft using the Atlas/Centaur Launch
Vehicle. An alternate test flight program is presented which
utilizes the Saturn IB/Gentaur Launch Vehicle°
Developed functional descriptions for the Flight Spacecraft Bus, and
its hardware subsystems, and OSE for the 1969 test spacecraft.
Updated and supplemented the Voyager Implementation Plan originally
contained in the response to JPL Request for Proposal 3601.
The Voyager program management Team, shown in Figure -2 is under the
direction of Mr. Edwin G. Czarnecki. Mr. Czarnecki is the single
executive responsible to JPL and Boeing management for the accomplish-
ment of the Voyager Spacecraft Phase IA, and will direct subsequent
phases of the program. He reports directly to Mr. George H. Stoner
who has the authority to commit those corporate resources necessary to
fulfill JPL's Voyager Spacecraft System objectives.
Although Boeing has a technical management capability in all aspects
of the Voyager Program, it is planned to extend this capability in
depth through association with companies recognized as specialists in
certain fields. Use of team members to strengthen Boeing's capability
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was considered early during pre-proposal activities. The basic concept
was to add team members who would complement Boeing experience and capa-
bility, and significantly improve the amount and quality of technical
and management activities. Based upon competitive considerations
including experience and past performance and giving strongest emphasis
to technical qualifications and management willingness to support the
Voyager effort, Autonetics, Philco Western Development Laboratories,
and Electro-Optics Systems were chosen as team members. This team
arrangement, subject to JPL approval, is shown in Figure -3. The
flight spacecraft design and integration task to be accomplished by
this team is illustrated in Figure -4. Discussions leading to the
formation of this team were initiated late in 1964, formal work state-
ment agreements have been arrived at, and there has been a continuous
and complete free exchange of information and documentation_ permitting
the Boeing team to satisfy JPL's requirements in depth and with confidence.
BOEING VOYAGER TEAM
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT AND SPACE SCIENCES PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CONTRACTOR
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
Mr. E. G. Czarnecki - Program Manager
SUBCONTRACTOR
Autonetics, North
American Aviation
Anaheim, California
o Autopilot and
Attitude Refer-
Subsystem
Mr. R. R. Mueller
Program Manager
SUBCONTRACTOR
Philco, Western
Development Lab.
Palo Alto, Californi_
o Telecommunication
Subsystem
Mr. G. C. Moore
Program Manager
SUBCONTRACTOR
Electro-Optical Systems, Inc
Pasadena, California
o Electrical Power
Subsystem
Mr. C. I. Cummings
Program Manager
FIGURE -3
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The objective of the Voyager test program is to provide maximum prob-
ability of success of the 1971 mission. The 1969 Test Flight, as a part
of the complete test program, can make a significant contribution toward
meeting this objective. As in the ground test program described in
Section 7, Volume A, the value of the 1969 Test Flight's contribution
is determined by the extent to which the 1969 Test Flight elements, pro-
cedures, and flight profile correspond to those for the 1971 mission.
The ideal 1969 Test Spacecraft, then, should be a duplicate of the 1971
spacecraft, utilize the 19710SE, and follow the 1971 flight profile.
Since this reasoning indicates the desirability of using a Saturn IB/
Centaur launch vehicle, this option was investigated and compared with
the Atlas/Centaur-launched 1969 Test Flight required in the contract
work statement.
This volume, D2-82709-4, Desiqn for the 1969 Test Spacecraft, is in
three parts:
i) Part I defines the major objectives of a 1969 Test Flight, compares
several means by which it might be accomplished, and presents
recommendations.
2) Part II describes a 1969 spacecraft which is boosted by an Atlas/
Centaur. This spacecraft does not carry a Mars orbit insertion
engine nor a Flight Capsule but otherwise is identical to the 1971
design except as noted below.
3) Part III describes a 1969 spacecraft which is boosted by a Saturn IB/
Centaur. This spacecraft design is identical to the 1971 design.
13
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Parts II and III primarily describe the differences between the 1969 Test
Spacecraft and the 1971 spacecraft described in Volume A. Where the
description is identical to that in Volume A, it is incorporated by
reference rather than repetition.
The three parts are summarized below.
Part 1--1969 Test Fliqht
The Boeing Company recommends that a 1969 Test Flight be included in the
Voyager program and believes it will make a significant contribution to
the success of the 1971 mission. The 1969 Test Flight, with either of
the recommended test spacecraft, can be phased with the 1971 mission
schedule so that test data is provided in time for corrective action to
be taken in the 1971 spacecraft.
The 1969 Test Flight is a phase of a total test program, progressing
from component testing to flight testing, with each phase contributing
to the success of the 1971 mission. Its particular virtue is that it is
an opportunity to bring all system elements together for the first time
in an actual prelaunch and flight, and with mission operations environ-
ment. In addition to being a test of the spacecraft subsystems, singly
and together, the 1969 Test Flight will test all interfaces such as
operation procedures, personnel proficiency and the operational support
equipment subsystems and their compatibility with each other and the
spacecraft. Defining and solving potential problems in these test areas
in 1969 will enhance the probability of mission success in 1971.
14
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Although phased differently, the same ground testing is accomplished for
the 1971 Voyager program with or without the 1969 Test Flight. The exist-
ence of a 1969 Test Flight will provide the discipline to assure timely
testing early in the program. In addition the 1969 Test Flight will
increase confidence that possible adverse interactions or multistress
environmental effects encountered in actual mission flight either do not
exist or can be corrected.
The recommended test spacecraft and flight profiles are described below
in order of preference.
i) A test spacecraft that is a duplicate of the 1971 spacecraft,
which is launched by a Saturn IB/Centaur, and which is placed in
Mars orbit after separating a simulated Flight Capsule into a
trajectory away from Mars.
2) A test spacecraft which is a minimum modification from the 1971
spacecraft, which is launched by an Atlas/Centaur, and which is
placed on a Mars flyby trajectory.
These recommendations result from an evaluation of the relative contri-
butions to the 1971 mission made by several alternatives using either
launch vehicle.
Although the flight profiles recommended for each of the alternative
test spacecraft are the most desirable in each case, significant data
can still be obtained if the corresponding target launch dates are not
met. If the 1969 Saturn Centaur test were unable to meet the launch
dates required for a Mars orbit, it would still be possible to launch
]5
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a Mars flyby trajectory. Failing that, a heliocentric orbit which
simulates a Mars flyby could be attempted, if the 1969 Atlas/Centaur
test were unable to launch in time for a Mars flyby, it could be placed
on a simulated Mars flyby trajectory.
Part 11--1969 Test Spacecraft--Atlas/Centaur
The 1969 Atlas/Centaur Test Spacecraft is the 1971 spacecraft modified
to meet the launch vehicle envelope and weight capability. The 1971
spacecraft subsystems are used except for the orbit insertion engine,
the science payload, the VHF antenna and receiver, and the magnetometer.
The size and arrangement of some subsystem elements have been changed
but the 1971 subsystem schematic diagrams are still applicable. The
major items in this latter category are:
l) The high-gain telecommunications antenna is folded differently and
is an 8-foot circular dish in 1969, instead of the 8- by 12-foot
1971 antenna.
2) Three of the 1971 solar-cell panel sections are used, instead of
six, and are folded differently.
3) Tankage for midcourse propulsion and attitude control is reduced
in size. The number of tanks is the same.
4) Two, instead of three, 1971 battery sections are used.
A 54-inch cylindrical extension is added to the basic Atlas/Centaur nose
fairing described in the Voyager Mission Guidelines to accommodate the
test spacecraft. The spacecraft weight placed on trans-Mars trajectory
is well below the Atlas/Centaur capability for a 1969 Mars flyby.
]6
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Part III--1969 Test Spacecraft--Saturn IB/Centaur
The 1969 Saturn IB/Centaur Test Spacecraft is a duplicate of the 1971
spacecraft, except for increased propellant loading in the identical
1971 orbit insertion motor case as required to achieve desirable Mars
orbit in 1969. A simulated science payload and a simulated Flight Cap-
sule are used. It is recommended that the Flight Capsule contractor
provide the simulated Flight Capsule.
Coordination with S-IB launch vehicle supplier indicates launch vehicle
lead times would permit delivery to support 1969 launch if orders are
received by early 1967.
The Saturn IB/Centaur has the capability to place the 1969 Planetary
Vehicle on a trajectory towards Mars which will permit the test space-
craft, after separation of the simulated Flight Capsule in a direction
away from Mars, to insert itself into a Mars orbit.
17
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I-i.0 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Part I of this three-part volume is to delineate the pro-
per role of a 1969 Test Flight in the overall Voyager program. The
discussion is divided into: development of a 1969 test philosophy; a
definition and evaluation of candidate 1969 Test Flights_ a discussion of
launch vehicle availability and 1969 Test Flight decision options; and
a summary of a total test plan incorporating the 1969 Test Flight as
an integral part. Part I discusses these points in order.
In support of the general objective of increasing the probability of
success of the 1971 mission, more specific objectives of the 1969
Test Flight are:
i) 3erve as an integral link between the ground system integration
2)
3)
4)
6)
7)
tests and the 1971 mission;
Serve as a correlation checkpoint with ground life tests;
Integrate and qualify subsystems into spacecraft, and spacecraft
into Planetary Vehicle, in a space environment;
Integrate the spacecraft with the OSE and MOS, and prove
satisfactory interaction;
Verify design criteria used in establishing design specifications_
Demonstrate operations procedures and personnel proficiency under
realistic mission conditions;
Uncover unforeseen problems in time to take corrective action
for 1971 Voyager launch.
To meet its objectives, the spacecraft and ground hardware elements
should be flight-qualified, and should have completed as much of the
I-I
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formal igTl ground testing as practical prior to 1969 flight. The in-
formation determined from the test flight will influence both the design
and the ground test program for 1971.
1-2.0 TEST PHILOSOPHY
The objective of a test program is to verify the design to specified
requirements and to uncover and correct deficiencies in a complete sys-
tem prior to the time when that system is to perform the mission for
which it is designed. In the Voyager program, this objective is to be
achieved prior to a fixed launch period, and with a high reliability.
Some of the general considerations of testing are as follows. Tests
must be designed to uncover unknowns. Criteria must be established for
determining failure to pass tests. Preflight testing should consider
wear-out modes of the equipment. A properly-related test philosophy
affects all parts of a scientific program such as Voyager, from the
setting of goals through development and design, to fabrication and
assembly, as well as the parts and system tests. Tests such as develop-
ment tests, type approval tests, system integration tests, and flight
acceptance tests should be directly related to, and be an outgrowth of,
the test philosophy. Seen in this light, defining the test philosophy
is a significant portion of the management and system-engineering function.
It is generally accepted that capability and reliability are designed
and built into hardware. Testing will determine, with continuing analy-
sis of results, the degree of success, definition of failure modes, and
I-2
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will form the basis for needed changes. Testing must uncover any
significant deficiency or critical condition.
A complete test program involves four levels of testing which are
generally time-phased--but overlapplng--to permit flow of information
from a following phase to influence preceding phases, as well as fur-
nish a basis for the succeeding phase. These phases are:
i) Development testing of components, processes, breadboard models,
and prototype models to determine that the basic design is sound,
that materials and components have been correctly selected, and
that fabrication procedures are satisfactory;
2) Verification testing of final hardware to achieve maximum assur-
ance that the subsystems and the spacecraft as a whole are capable
of surviving launch and performing the intended mission function.
Test conditions are more severe than those expected during the
mission;
3) Flight acceptance testing to ensure that no defects have been
introduced in the manufacturing process. Test conditions are,
in general, consistent with those expected during the mission;
4) Flight testing, including all system elements, to define the
ability of the system to operate in the actual environment and
to demonstrate the compatibility of the major system elements.
Previous Boeing experience with the Minuteman missile test program in-
cluded all four testing levels and involved numerous interfaces and wide
geographical dispersion of system elements, agencies, and contractors.
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Particularly analogous to the potential role of the 1969 Test Flight
in the Voyager program is the Minuteman Vandenberg test program. This
program brought many system elements together in an operational config-
uration for the first time and indicated the equipment, personnel, and
procedural changes required to ensure that the delivered system would
operate as intended. Shake-do_vn testing of this type, which the 1969
Test Flight would provide, is believed highly desirable for the Voyager
program. Ihis not only will include the operation of the spacecraft in
flight but will include with equal importance the ground operations
including procedures and personnel, before and during the spacecraft
flight. There must be a first Voyager flight. If it is done in 1969,
the benefits will a_cruo to the 1971 mission. If the 1969 Test Flight
is not made, the first actual mission will be in 1971.
A potential disadvantage of including a 1969 Test Flight in the Voyager
program is that earlier design decisions and design freeze dates are
required. Sufficient testing to provide reasonable probability of
success for 1969 is included in current schedule planning.
In conclusion, the recommendations that the 1969 Test Flight be included
in the Voyager program, and that the 1971 system elements be used in
the test flight, are based on previous experience with complex systems
and vehicles. Some of these, such as Minuteman, included large-volume
follow-on programs; others, such as the X-20, Lunar Orbiter, and HiBEX,
are very similar to Voyager in the extensive testing required, the small
number of deliverable articles, and the high reliability requirements.
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I-3.0 TEST FLIGHT EVALUATION
A comparative evaluation of candidate 1969 Test Flights has been made
to form the basis for the selection of the recommended launch vehicle
and flight profile. The results are shown in Figure I-1.
For each of the two launch vehicles, Atlas/Centaur and Saturn IB/Centaur,
three candidate flight profiles that correspond to launch vehicle/test
spacecraft capabilities were considered. These are indicated in the
left column. For each spacecraft function in the 1971 flight sequence,
indicated across the top of the figure, the applicability of the 1969
Test Flight was subjectively evaluated considering the capability of the
particular spacecraft, the degree of its commonality with the 1971 space-
craft, and the degree to which 19710SE and procedures were simulated.
This evaluation of applicability, ranging from zero to one, is shown
above the diagonal line in each block.
Although the applicability valugs assigned are in most cases subjective,
the relative values do provide a basis for assessment. As an extreme
example, consider Item 6.0, '_Spacecratt-_apsuie Separation." The .... /
_ZaSl
Centaur-launched test spacecraft carries no Flight Capsule, while the
Saturn IB/Centaur-launched test spacecraft supports a simulated Flight
Capsule which will be separated in the same manner in 1969 as in 1971.
The applicability factor is therefore zero for the former and 1.0 for the
latter.
Each function in the flight sequence was assigned a probability of
successful accomplishment shown by the number at the top of each column.
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These were taken directly from the "Voyager 1971 Mission Specifications"
JPL Project Document No. 45, except for intermediate events which were
taken from straight-line interpolations between the end-points defined
in the specification.
The value of the 1969 Test Flight to the 1971 mission for each function
is then the product of the applicability number and the probability
of accomplishing the function. This product is shown below the diagonal
line in each block.
The final step in the assessment of each launch vehicle (and corres-
ponding test spacecraft) / flight profile combination is the summation
of the products appearing in each box. This summation is in the right
column, with the highest value indicating the most desirable combination.
Some functions are more important to demonstrate than others. Prelaunch
activities may be duplicated without a spacecraft flight. However, a
spacecraft has not yet been placed in orbit around another planet, and
the value ot demonstrating this is very nlg_l.......A ...vv=±_**_L,_~_-__^*_o_ _^_
each function could be employed to account for the difference in value.
If this were done, the differences shown in the summation would be accent-
uated.
It is concluded that the order of preference for the 1969 Test Flight
Saturn Booster
a) Mars orbit--Saturn IB/Oentaur launch;
I-9
2)
b)
c)
Mars flyby--Saturn IB/Centaur launch_
Atlas Booster
a)
b)
c)
Mars flyby-Atlas/Centaur launch;
Simulated Mars-flyby--Atlas/Centaur launch;
Earth orbit--Atlas/Centaur launch.
1-4.0 LAUNCH VEHICLE AVAILABILITY
The re-order lead-times for Atlas/Centaur and Saturn IB/Centaur have been
estimated in coordination with the several suppliers. The estimated
lead-times from order placement to availability on the launch pad for
payload integration are 19 months for the Atlas/Centaur and 21 months
for the Saturn IB/Centaur. An additional two months is allowed for payload
integration and preflight testing.
The general approach has been to form a schedule which has maximum
flexibility to adapt to new knowledge, and to engineering/management
decisions. This has resulted in a booster-decision date which can be
as late as l February 1967.
The necessary schedule adjustments of spacecraft subsystems to meet a
1969 Test Flight have been made using either an Atlas/Centaur or Saturn
IB/Centaur. If the Saturn IB/Centaur is to be considered for 1969 test,
preimplementation authorization will be required by February, 1966 for pro-
curement of the orbit-insertion motor. Schedule estimates have been
received from the supplier indicating a first-demonstration of the orbit-
insertion motor in February 1967, the same month as the required launch-
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vehicle decision.
The spacecraft designs, with the exception of the orbit-insertion engine,
are similar except for the relatively minor changesmentioned elsewhere;
so work done prior to the booster-selection decision will be largely re-
coverable regardless of which choice is made.
The schedule in Figure I-2 showsthe delivery dates of Saturn IB/Centaur
launch vehicles currently on order, the pertinent dates for the Atlas/
Centaur and Saturn IB/Centaur configurations, a schedule breakdown for the
orbit-insertion motor (since it appears to be the pacing item) and the
assembly and test schedule for the first available 1969 spacecraft
(the spare).
I-5.0 TEST PLAN
Considered as a part of the total series of tests which are required to
achieve Voyager mission success in 1971, time limitations will limit
the degree of ground testing for the 1969 Test Spacecraft as compared
to the 1971 spacecraft. It is, however, necessary to complete sufficient
testing to assure an adequate probabi!i%y of success as well as a degree
of design maturity that will minimize the probability of significant
hardware changes between the 1969 and 1971 spacecraft. The latter
requirement is reflected in the timing of significant events shown
in the detailed program schedules of Section 5.0_ Volume A.
Ground test assurance will be obtained through comprehensive testing
on the 1969 proof test and compatibility test models in addition to
flight acceptance testing (FAT) of the Flight Spacecraft. The proof
test model will be the first 1969 flight configuration system to be
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tested and will undergo a combined FAT/TAT program of sufficient scope
to demonstrate adequacy of the system design for its test flight. Levels
of testing on the PTM will be limited, however, such that its capability
to serve as a spare Flight Spacecraft will not be compromised. The
compatibility test model will undergo ambient system level FAT including
EMI, launch countdown simulations and other special tests pertinent to
both the Goldstone and HTR compatibility tests. Because of schedule re_
strictions space simulation, vibration and other tests not critical to
the compatibility tests will not be conducted on the compatibility test
model. The Flight Spacecraft will undergo complete FAT, both ambient
and environmental, prior to delivery to ETR. The following table summari-
zes the amount of 1971 type spacecraft ground testing that will be accom-
plished prior to the 1969 launch.
Test Type
Test Level
Subsystems
Complete 1969
Test Spacecraft
(i) At!as/gentsur Launch
(2) Saturn IB/Centaur Launch
TAT
(Z)
i00
(Modified Test)
(Plus limited
level TAT)
FAT
i00
i00
i00
COMPATIBILITY
i00
i00
i00
Summary test plans for the Voyager program are shown in schedule form
in Figure I-3, with a Saturn iB/Centaur-launched 1969 Test Spacecraft,
and in Figure I-4, with an Atlas/Centaur-launched test spacecraft. It will
be noted that data from the test flight is available during the assembly
and test period of the 1971 proof test models and during the fabrication
phase of the 1971 Flight Spacecraft. The 1969 Test Flight also pro-
vides about 9 months of life testing in advance of the ground life tests.
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1969 TEST FLIGHT
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
Subsystems Design Criteria
Development & Verification
Structural Test Model GT-1
Thermal Test Model GT-2
Dynamic Test Model GT-3
Engineering Model GT-4
TYPE APPROVAL TEST (TAT)
Subsystems
Proof Test Model 1969
Compatibility Test Model 1969
Proof Test Model 1971 No. 1
Proof Test Model 1971 No. 2
* JPL Test Spacecraft
FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS (FAT)
Flight Spacecraft 1969 Spare (Same as
Test Flight S/C No. 1 (1969)
Test Flight S/C No. 2 (1969)
Flight Spacecraft (Spare) (1971)
Flight Spacecraft No. 1 (1971)
Flight Spacecraft No. 2 (1971)
1966 1967
FAB TI
ASSY
PTM 1969)
* Per S_ecimen Statement (
1968
JA
1969 1970 1971
LAUNCH
PERIOD
STS
_'EST
TEST
TEST
& FAT
ETR
FAB & TESI
FAB
ARRIVAL
PERIOD
(ORBIT
INSERTION)
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OPEN
ASSY/FAT/TAT
FAB
;OLDSTONE
N VER. LIFE
ASSY & FAT
FAB
m
ASSY & FAT
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,f Work P
FAB ASSY & FAT ETR SUSTAININ(
FAB ASSY & FAT ETR
FAB ASSY & FAT
Figure I-3: Integrated Test Program Schedule
1969 Saturn IBICentaur Test Flight
1971 Saturn IBICentaur Mission
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1969 TEST FLIGHT
I DEVELOPMENT TESTS
Subsystems Design Criteria
Development & Verification
Structural Test Model GT-1
Thermal Test Model GT-2
Dynamic Test Model GT-3
Engineering Model GT-4
II TYPE APPROVAL TESTS (TAT)
Subsystems
Proof Test Model 1969
Cornpatlbility Test Model 1969
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Proof Test Model 1971 No. 2
* JPL Test Spacecraft
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Figure I-4: Integrated Test Program Schedule
1969 Atlas/Centaur Test Flight
1971 Saturn IBICentaur Mission
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The Atlas/Centaur-launched test flight has the advantage of a later
launch period, which permits more extensive ground testing prior to
flight. The Saturn IB/Centaur-launched test flight, in addition to
providing more significant data, provides that data at an earlier time
in the program, thus allowing more time for corrective action.
I-6.0 CONCLUSIONS .AND RECON_HNDATIONS
Consideration has been given to several 1969 Test Flight options and
spacecraft configurations and to two launch vehicles. The recommended
1969 Test Flight program has the advantages of providing direct support
to and enhancement of the 1971 Voyager program and of providing flexibility
of implementation through multiple launch date and launch vehicle choices.
The objective of the 1969 Test Flight is to enhance the probability that
the 1971 mission will be successful. An evaluation of the potential ways
of achieving this objective, and of the value of any 1969 Test Flight,
results in the following recommendations:
I) A 1969 Test Flight can be accomplished within a properly phased
1971 Voyager Program, is a desirable part of the program, and
is recommended.
2) The 1969 launch vehicle should be a Saturn IB/Centaur. The 1969
Test Flight should be as nearly like the 197i mission as possible
and use a 1971 spacecraft with a simulated Flight Capsule and a
simulated science payload. The simulated Flight Capsule should
be separated as planned for 1971, but away from the planet. After the
separation, the spacecraft should be inserted into a Mars orbit.
1-19
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If the Saturn IB/Centaur cannot be made available, a 1969 Mars
flyby _o_ ^_--/_- '....... _ an _l_enzaur launch vehicle and a 1971 spacecraft
bus with minimum modification is recommended. The principal mod-
ifications are deletion of the orbit insertion engine, three of
the six solar cell panels, and two of the three battery sections;
reductions in propellant tank volume and high-gain antenna area;
and revised solar-cell panel and antenna folding geometry.
If the Mars orbit launch period is missed, the Saturn IB/Centaur-
launched test spacecraft should be placed on a Mars flyby trajectory
If this opportunity is also missed, the test spacecraft should be
placed on an heliocentric orbit simulating a Mars flyby. In the
case of the Atlas/Centaur-launched test spacecraft, a simulated
Mars flyby test flight should be made if the Mars flyby launch
period is missed.
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PART 11--1969 TEST SPACECRAFT-ATLAS/CENTAUR
This part of the document establishes the requirements and descriptions
for a test spacecraft and its associated subsystems in performance of a
1969 Test Flight using an Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle. The statements
herein are presented in a form that establishes the differences between
the 1969 test program and the 1971 Voyager mission and configuration.
The latter are presented in Volume A,D2-82V09-1 of this series of
documents.
II-i.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT TEST PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
AND DESIGN CRITERIA --ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-i.i 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT INTRODUCTION-- ATLAS/CENTAUR
Two types of test flights using Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles are con-
sidered for the 1969 Test Flight; a primary Mars flyby and a helio-
centric flight as an alternate. In keeping with test flight objectives,
the 1969 Test Spacecraft will be identical with the 1971 Flight Spacecraft
configuration except for the differences caused by flight plan, weight, and
volume limits. The principal differences are omission of the orbit
insertion engine, science payload (including magnetometer and boom), scan
platform instruments, VHF antenna, and Flight Capsule. Reduced size
and .... dzfied folding arrangement of solar cell panels and antennas is
also necessary.
11-1.2 1969 TEST FLIGHT OBJECTIVES --ATLAS/CENTAUR
The objective of the 1969 Test Flight is stated in Part I of this
document.
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT TEST PROGRAM RESTRAINTS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
..... i ...... _..... _ "'^_ wi 11 b_ p_,4d_ _n_ th_ 106g
opportunity, with the capability of launching two spacecraft in a
30-day period.
2) Launch and prelaunch operations will be conducted at AFETR Complex
36A and 36B, using facilities installed for the Centaur R&D
program.
3) Spacecraft prelaunch assembly and checkout will be conducted at
the Spacecraft Checkout Facility (Building AO).
4) An explosive safe facility will be used for propellant and gas
loading, final spacecraft alignment, installation of other hazard-
ous components, and spacecraft encapsulation within the nose fairing.
5) The planetary quarantine requirements as stated in Volume A will
be respected.
6) Payload variation with the Atlas/Centaur versus C3 for a due east
launch and a 70-degree to 108-degree launch azimuth is shown in
Figure II-l.
7) The Atlas/Centaur is as described in Appendix A of JPL Project
Document No. 46, "Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines," with one
variation. The nose fairing as described in the referenced document
will be modified by the addition of a 54-inch-long, lO-foot-
diameter cylindrical section. Figure II-2 presents the estimated
launch probability of success for the Atlas/Centaur versus calendar
time for shroud lengths of 6 feet (surveyor shroud) and i0.5 feet(Voy-
ager shroud). The shroud length is defined as the circular cylinder
length measured from launch vehicle station 219 forward to the start
II-2
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of the nose fairing. This is also shown in Figure II-2. The
analysis method used in developing the figure was a static rigid
body trim condition. Loads were increased by 12 percent to account
for aeroelastic effects. The analysis determined the bending
moment distribution and associated allowable qa within the structural
allowables and engine deflection limitations of the Atlas booster.
Gust bending moment obtained from NASA TM-X-I094 and adjusted for
shroud length was subtracted out leaving a bending moment available
for wind shear. The allowable wind speed was then computed using
the bending moment available for winds, trajectory data, and an
estimate of thearesponse induced by wind shear. The data of NASA
TN-D-1274 shown in Figure II-3 was used to determine the monthly
wind probability associated with the allowable wind speed computed
for each shroud length. Figure II-2 shows that launch availability
for the 10.5-foot shroud can be as low as 2 percent during March,
the windiest month, and as high as 91 percent during August. For
the 1969 Mars Flyby launch opportunities, the launch availability
will vary from a low of approximately 7 percent (March i0, 1969) to a
high of approximately 22 percent _Aprll 9, i_o_). Additional analysis
and expanding of the above data is desirable prior to launch.
11-1.4 SCHEDULE CRITERIA -- ATLAS/CENTAUR
The 1969 Mars opportunity places absolute constraints upon the schedule
for the Mars flyby test. However_ there is a schedule extension avail-
able with the alternate test program. Regardless of the 1969 test all
design and fabrication of flight systems, subsystems, and components
must be compatible with obtaining significant data for 1971 Voyager
application.
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11-1.5 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT WEIGHT - ATLAS/CEntAUR
The total spacecraft weight (including spacecraft to launch vehicle
adapters) for the three 1969 test programs must be no more than 1700
pounds, The separated spacecraft weight must be no more than 1500
pounds.
11-1.6 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT COMPETING CHARACTERISTICS -- ATLAS/CENTAUR
1971 spacecraft priorities will be used where there are conflicting
technical requirements.
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
AhTr_ DI_CTDATI_ITC A'F'T A C //_IT_t'T'^ttr_
II-2.1 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS-- ATLAS/CENTAUR
11-2.1.1 1969 Test Proqram Profiles
11-2.1.1.1 Mars Flyby
The primary 1969 Test Flight is a Mars flyby using a Type II trajectory,
a C3 of 9.0 (km/sec) 2, and launch dates from March i0 through April 9, 1969.
Flyby distance from Mars will be of a magnitude which will provide data
for the 1971 Voyager mission and which will respect the planetary
quarantine requirements.
II-2.1.i.2 Heliocentric Flight
The alternate test flight considers a heliocentric flight of the same
duration and distance as established for the 1971 Voyager mission. The
heliocentric flight will place the test spacecraft on a trajectory
which will intercept the Mars orbit at the point where Mars would be in
1971 The flight will use a Type I trajectory, a C3 of 15.5 (km/sec) 2
and launch dates from May 7 through June 22_ 1969. Open launch dates
are available for a heliocentric flight which places the test spacecraft
a%Mars distance out of the orbit plane.
II-2.1.2 Subsystems
With the exclusion of the science subsystem the characteristics and
restraints for the 1969 Test Spacecraft subsystems are the same as those
established in Section 2.1.3 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, for the 1971
preferred design.
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Detailed subsystem functional descriptions are contained in Section
II-4.0.
II-2.2 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN RESTRAINTS-- ATLAS/CENTAUR
The restraints imposed on the subsystems by the system and other sub-
systems (including environmental restraints) for the 1969 test program
are the same as those established in Volume A for the 1971 mission.
The restraints imposed by the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle are stated
in Appendix A of JPL Project Document No. 46, "Voyager 1971 Mission
Guidelines."
11-2.3 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION MANEUVER
ACCURACY AND PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-2.3.1 Description
The maneuver accuracy and propulsion requirements for the 1969 Test
Flight are the same as described in Volume A for the 1971 Preferred
Design. The approach to aim-point biasing during midcourse is identi-
II-2.3.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will provide a test of capability to accurately
guide the spacecraft to a successful encounter using three midcourse
maneuvers.
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11-2.4 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT AIMING POINT SELECTION-- ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-2.4.1 Description
The aiming point for a Mars flyby trajectory in 1969 is selected by a
procedure similar to that described in Section 2.4 of Volume A,
D2-82709-I. The principal difference is that occultation of the Sun
and Canopus, undesirable for the 1971 mission, may be specifically
desired for the 1969 Test Flight to verify predicted spacecraft per-
formance under occultation conditions. Minor changes in the aim points
for occultation result from the differences in arrival geometry, and
from the concern with occultation after periapsis, for a flyby as well
as before. Also, the aiming point selection is not limited by any
considerations of the desired orbital parameters, such as inclination
and periapsis altitude.
II-2.4.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
As an experiment, the aiming point can be selected such that occultation
of the Sun or Canopus occurs. This would help to determine the space-
craft's behavior under occultation conditions similar to those encountered
during the Mars-orbit phase of the 1971 Voyager mission.
The final selection of an aiming point for a particular trajectory
depends upon analysis of the length of time the spacecraft should be
occulted. Ideally, occultation on the flyby should last slightly longer
than the maximum occultation in orbit for the 1971 mission. For most
of the trajectories under consideration, the range of aiming points
II-10
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giving occultation of both the Sun and Canopus is quite limited, so the
duration of occultation cannot be varied for both. One must aim either
to occult both bodies, and accept whatever duration of occultation
results, or to occult only one of the bodies for a specified length of
time. If two spacecraft are launched, one can be aimed for occultation
of the Sun, and the other, for Canopus occultation.
one representative trajectory, an aiming point with IBJ = i0,000 kmFor
and a @ of 120 degrees gives solar occultation only. Canopus occultation
occurs for the same IBI with @'s between 195 and 300 degrees. For this
particular transit trajectory, Earth occultation also occurs for those
aiming points which give occultation of both the Sun and Canopus.
II-2.5 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT PARTSt MATERIALS AND PROCESSES--
ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-2.5.1 Description
Parts, materials, and processes for the 1969 Test Spacecraft will be
the same as described in Section 2.5 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, for the
1971 preferred Design and will be subjected to the same controls.
II-2.5.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will provide verification testing of critical
material systems and parts through functional performance in the true
trans-Mars environment. Changes in performance resulting from the
environmental exposure of the 1969 Test Flight can be interpreted to
estimate performance in the 1971 mission;
II-11
i) Thermal control coating performance will be determined by space-
craft temperature data.
2) The change in performance in solar cells will be indicated by
power generation data.
3) Bearing lubricant and gear performance of scan platform and
antennas will be evaluated by functional operation of mechanisms.
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II-3.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT SYSTEM LEVEL
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF FLIGHT SPACECRAFT - ATLAS/CENTAUR
11-3.1 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT STANDARD TRAJECTORIES - ATLAS/CENTAUR
Three trajectories have been investigated for the 1969 Test Flight:
(i) Mars flyby, (2) heliocentric orbit, and (3) Earth orbit. The fly-
by tests pass as close to Mars as the planetary quarantine constraints
allow. In any year, a heliocentric flight is possible which has all the
characteristics of the interplanetary transfer for 1971.
In the heliocentric flight, an encounter of Mars is not attempted. Rather,
the launch and subsequent operations are made to hold as closely as pos-
sible to those for the 1971 mission. In this way, the spacecraft
follows essentially the same path in space, but it arrives at Mars'
orbit at a time when Mars is elsewhere in its orbit. In this way,
all trajectory aspects of the transit are simulated. Considering a
1500-pound spacecraft and a 200-pound adapter, the Atlas/Centaur can
provide a maximum C3 of 12 km2/sec 2. The 1971 mission is based upon
a maximum C3 of 18 km2/sec 2 so some relaxation must be made to the launch
period length. For a C3 of 12 (km/sec) 2 and an approach speed, with
respect to the selected aim point, of 3.5 km/sec, the spacecraft can
be launched from April 30 to June i0. Similarly, all other types of
potential 1971 missions can be simulated.
Alternatively, if less complete trajectory simulation is acceptable,
trajectories with C3 = 12 km2/sec 2 or less can be launched almost any
11-13
day of the year. Such a flight would not necessarily pass through Mars
orbit_ but would attain representative distances from Earth in represent-
ative time.
The Earth orbits are elliptical with perigees of 200 nautical miles and
apogees of 21,700 nautical miles and 30,600 nautical miles and with per-
iods of 12 hours and ]8 hours, respectively. The various trajectory
characteristics are outlined for each considered test flight in Table
II-i in conjunction with allocated weight for the test spacecraft.
Figure II-4 is a basic trajectory design chart for 1969 Type II
Mars test flight which shows C3, launch date r and arrival date in black.
The declination of the geocentric asymptote (DLA) is shown in red.
Only the Type II trajectories are shown since the Type I trajectories
have high geocentric declinations which do not satisfy the launch
azimuth requirements.
11-3.2 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT DETERMINATION CAPABILITY
--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.2.1 Description
The heliocentric orbit determination capability for the 1969 Test Flight
will not be significantly different from the capability discussed in
Volume A, Section 3.2_ and Volume B, Section 3.1.
II-3.2.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
11-3.2.2.1 Mars Flyby
The 1969 T_st Flight will provide information that will allow refinement
of the physical constants that affect heliocentric orbit determination
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MISSION BOOSTER
Flyby -- Type II
High DLA Atlas/Centaur
Heliocentric
50-Day Launch Period Atlas/Centaur
Heliocentric
42-Day Launch Period Atlas/Centaur
12-Hour Period Orbit Atlas/Centaur
18-Hour Period Orbit At las/Centaur
LAUNCH
PERIOD
(DAYS)
3O
5O
42
Not
Restricted
Not
Restricted
TRAJ
TYPE
II
I
I
LAUNCH
DATES
Mar 10, 1969/Apr 9, 1969
May 5, 1969/June 26, 196
Apr 30, 1969/June 10, 19_
Spring or
Summer, 1969
Spring or
Summer, 1969
]_At location in space where Mars will be in 1971 opportunity
ARRIVAL
i DATES
Dec I_ !969/Jan 22, 1970
I)
Dec i_, 1969
Oct. 31, 1969/
Nov. 8, 1969 'LL;
REQUIRED
C 3
(km/sec) 2
9.0
8/i8
9/12
AV=8115
AV=8680
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SEPARATED
WEIGHT
CAPABi LITY
(Ibs)
1850
1390
1700
3900
3500
Table II-i:
TRANSIT
TIMES
(DAYS)
283,/288
172/222
176/220
Atlas/Centaur Trajectory
Characteristics
COMMUN ICATION
DLA DISTANCE
RANGE (kin)
-5°/-28 °
-22o/-28 °
-33°/-18 °
262 x 106
158 x 106
II0 x 106
ALLOCATED WEIGHT
ADAPTERS
ABOVE
FIELD JOINT
50 Ibs
BELOW
FIELD JOINT
SPACECRAFT
SEPARATED
WEIGHT
150 Ibs 1500 Ibs
TOTAL
WEIGHT
1700 Ibs
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capability, including the astronomical unit, the Mars ephemeris, and the
Mars gravitational parameters. This will provide significant improvement
in the 1971 mission orbit determination capability.
II-3.2.2.2 Heliocentric Flight
The benefits accuring from a heliocentric flight are the same as for the
Mars flyby with the significant exceptions that no data on Mars ephemeris
or Mars gravitational parameters will be obtained.
11-3.3 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT_ SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
DESIGN PARAMETERS - ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.3.1 Description
The Spacecraft Components Design Parameters Sheets (SCDPS) serve as a
control for weight, power, volume, and thermal operating ranges of all
the.!969 Test Spacecraft components. Table II-2 identifies the changes,
deletions and additions (by subsystem and component nomenclature, and
item number) from the list described in Section 3.3 of Volume A,
D2-82709-I, 1971 Preferred Design. A description of the mass properties
for the 1969 Zest Spacecraft is found in Section II.4.4.6.
II-3.4 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION
--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.4.1 Description
The methods and procedures for hardware and software identification for
the 1969 Test Spacecraft are the same as described in Section 3.4 of
Volume A 9 D2-82709-I, 1971 Preferred Design.
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II-3.4.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Use of the methods and procedures for the 1969 Test will provide early
training and experience which can be readily applied to the 1971 Voyager
program.
11-3.5 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT LAUNCH VEHICLE INTERFACE
RE qU IREMENT S--ATL AS/C £NT AUR
II-3.5.1 Description
The 1969 Test Spacecraft flight equipment launch vehicle interface
requirements are different to the extent of differences between the
Atlas/Centaur and Saturn IB/Centaur. These include but are not limited
to:
1)
2)
3)
The 1969 test uses a modified Surveyor shroud_
The spacecraft envelope dimensions are different (see Para. 11-3.10)7
There is no Flight Capsule in the 1969 test flight.
II-3.5.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight provides a limited opportunity to prove interface
compatibility between the Centaur and the Flight Spacecraft. These
benefits are limited to those interfaces identical to the Saturn IB/
Centaur launch vehicle.
II-3.6 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT TELEMETRY CRITERIA -
ATLAS/CENTAUR
11-3.6.1 Description
The primary objective of the telemetry equipment is to measure, with
high resolution and accuracy, the spacecraft subsystem performance
11-22
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parameters and encode the information on subcarriers with low error
probability for subsequent rf transmission.
The 1969 Test Flight telemetry equipment are identical to the 1971
Voyager spacecraft equipment as described in Volume A, D2-82709-I
except for incorporation of the capability for multiplexing additional
engineering measurements. The test spacecraft provides the necessary
capabilities and functions for the telemetry equipment design verification.
On the basis that capsule engineering and science data will not be avail-
able for the 1969 Test Flight, equivalent simulation will be provided to
exercise the telemetry modes, techniques, and equipment within the weight
limitations of the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle. In lieu of actual
science data, the telemetry channels are to be used for additional space-
craft engineering measurements in conjunction with spacecraft equipment
design verification.
The feasible test flights are essentially Mars flyby and Heliocentric
trajectory.
For a Mars flyby test flight, Mode 6, planetary science high bit rate, will
be exercised prior to encounter. The rf-link calculations indicate opera-
tion at encounter will be in the rf-link blackout region. Other modes
will be exercised throughout the test flight for transmission of engine-
ering data.
The Voyager 1969 Test Spacecraft will be equipped with telemetry and
communications equipment capable of transmitting spacecraft data to the
11-23
DSIF. The transmitted data consists of spacecraft engineering, and
simulated high-rate science data. If high-bit-rate performance data is
required, it can replace the simulated data on command. The capsule
engineering data channel is used for input of additional spacecraft
engineering data. The capsule-to-spacecraft-telemetry on-board interface
is exactly simulated. During critical spacecraft maneuvers, spacecraft
telemetry data can be redundantly stored on-board for subsequent
retransmission.
The 1969 Test Hight telemetry equipment, data formatting, modulation
techniques, data storage modes, and on-board core storage and tape
recorders are identical to the 1971 spacecraft telemetry equipments
except that only one tape recorder will be used to save weight. Since
no capsule is carried the radio relay subsystem will not be on-board.
The measurements required for the 1971 flight will be made on the 1969
Test _ight using the regular engineering multiplexer-encoder. Additional
slow-sampling-rate data will be telemet_::ed using another multiplexer-
encoder unit whose output feeds the capsule data channel. It is expected
that this second unit will be identical to the engineering multiplexer-
encoder in design.
Since a 48-kilocycle bit rate capability exists, it can be used for low-
accuracy transient-type information such as midcourse propulsion motor
pressure or attitude control parameters that could not be telemetered at
the slow bit rates. Encoding at 6 bits results in a single channel 8-
kilocycle sample rate capability which can be multiplexed or time shared.
II-24
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Simulation of the planetary or cruise science data for checkout of Modes
5 and 6 will be accomplished using known sequences of data bits. For
example, an ll-stage shift register with feedback will generate a fixed
recycling PN sequence of 211 -l(i.e2047) bits in length which can be easily
synchronized with the block coder or tape recorder bit rates. Since the
exact pattern is known, the data will be automatically reduced to determine
the system error rate. Switching from Mode 5 to 6 is done by speeding up
the input clock to the shift register and will not change the ground data
processing equipment. In this way_ planetary or cruise science data
channels can be evaluated.
11-3.6.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Since the 1969 Test Flight telemetry equipment will be identical to the
1971 Voyager spacecraft equipment except for incorporation of the capabil-
ity of multiplexing additional engineering measurements, the 1969 _st
Flight will greatly intensify and accelerate experience with and evaluation
of the 1971 Voyager spacecraft telemetry equipments and techniques.
11-3.7 1969 TEST SPACECPIFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST-
ATLAS/Centaur
11-3.7.1 Description
The total flight data measurements requirements for the 1969 Test Spacecraft
are listed in Table II-3. The list is a modification to the one provided
for the 1971 preferred design to reflect the deletions and additions
necessitated by the 1969 spacecraft configuration and test flight. The
deletions and additions are as follows:
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Antenna--Added high-gain antenna motor torque measurements on both
hinge and swivel motors_ and temperature measurements on the dish;
Telemetry and Data Storaqe--Deleted measurements on Recorder B and
added temperature measurements for electronic packages;
Relay Radio--Deleted all measurements_
Attitude Reference--Added 12 error and magnitude measurements, and
several discrete function measurements;
Autopilot--Added eight error and rate measurements;
Electrical Power--Deleted the measurements on Battery B3!
Thermal Control--Added approximately 30 temperature measurements and
six louver measurements_
Propulsion--Added four midcourse propulsion motor pressure measurements;
Mechanisms--Added torque measurements on the drive motors of scan
platform;
11-3.8 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION MANEUVER ERROR
_LLOCATIONS AND ANALYSIS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.8.1 Description
The detailed allocation of maneuver error to component error sources will
nto vary for the 1969 test spacecraft from that described in Section
3.8 of Volume A_ D2-82709-I_ 1971 Preferred Design.
11-3.9 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENTI FLIGHT SEQUENCE--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.9.1 Description
The 1969 Test Spacecraft functions are basically similar to the functions
described in Section 3.9 of Volume A. The test flight profile is divided
II-40
BOEJMMG
D2-82709-4
into nine gross functional areas shown in Figure II-5. A detailed
expansion of the 13 test spacecraft subsystems are shown in Figure II-6.
In summary, the differences from the 1971 mission are:
i) The countdown and launch sequence for the 1969 Atlas/Centaur Test
Flight is different from the 1971 Saturn IB/Centaur mission_
2) Additional engineering instrumentation data acquisition is substituted
for cruise science data acquisition_
3) The capsule-flight spacecraft separation sequence is deleted.
II-3.9.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The 1969 Atlas/Centaur Test Flight will provide an opportunity to prove
the flight sequence functions well in advance of the 1971 mission_ there-
fore guarding against any unforeseen problems that might prejedice 1971
mission performance.
11-3.10 1969 TEST SPACECP,,%FT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT SPACECRAFT LAYOUT
AND CONFIGURATION--ATLAS/CENTAUR
The 1969 Test Spacecraft is the same as that described in Section 3.10 of
Volume A, D2-82709-I for the 1971 Preferred Design except as described
below. The configuration drawing_ isometric sketches of its structure_
and its propulsion module 9 a sketch of a solar panel_ and an inboard
profile drawing are shown. A configuration trade study drawing and a
short trade discussion are included. Mass properties and nose fairing
modifications are also discussed. Figure II-7 is a pictorial view of the
test spacecraft.
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Figure II-5: Mission Profile--1969 Atlas/Centaur FlyBy
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DSN
A. INITIATE ENCOUNTER PREPARATION SEOUENCE
B RECEIVE SPACECRAFT ENGINEERING DATA
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H. RETURN TO CELESTIAL REFERENCE ATTITUDE CONTROL MODE
A. PROVIDE ELECTRICAL BATTERY POWERTO:
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'_ CC&S • PYROTECHNICS
• AUTOPILOT • ATTITUDE REFERENCE
A. SUPPORT S/C ASSEMBLIES
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A. COMMAND UPDATING OF HI-GAIN ANTENNA POSITION
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PLATFORM
C. SWITCH DATA MODES AS NECESSARY
D. SELECT RECORDED ENGINEERI NG DATA READOUT TO TELECOM
E. SWITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL TO OCCULTATION MODE AS REQUIRED
F. COMMAND SHIFT FROM SOLAR PANEL TO BATTERY POWER
G. COMMAND SIMULATION OF TV CAMERA RELAY
H. BACKUP COMMANDS AS REQUIRED
A. MAINTAIN SOLAR LOCK AND REACQUIRE FOLLOWING OCCULTATION
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B. TRACN SPACECRAFT
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OF SCAN PLATFORM
A. RECEIVE ENCOUNTER ENGRG DATA "ON" COMMAND
B. ACTIVATE ENCOUNTER ENGRG INSTRUMENTATION
C. ACQUIRE DATA
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C. INHIBIT PROPULSION SYSTEM
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II-3.10.1 Confiquration
Figure II-8 shows the spacecraft configuration. Figure II-9 is the in-
board profile drawing. The spacecraft hardware is identical to that of
the 1971 spacecraft with the following exceptions:
i) The orbit insertion engine and its heat shield are deleted_
2) The VHF antenna and relay radio are deleted;
3) The hydrazine and nitrogen tanks are reduced in size and are made
into an assembly that occupies the same location and mounting as
the deleted orbit insertion motor. This assembly is identified as
a part of the propulsion module. The 1971 tank supports are omitted.
Figure II-lO is a sketch of the 1969 propulsion module. Schematically,
the plumbing and wiring diagrams are identical with the 1971 configur-
ation_
4) The solar shield is moved forward to clear the ascent antenna (discussed
later). The number of solar panels is reduced from six to three_
however, identical panels are used. Figure II-ll shows how the 1971
panels are attached to separate spars having hinges adapted to the
1969 Test Spacecraft. The orientation of the panels during boost is
similar for both spacecraft in that the plane of the panel is generally
parallel to the booster thrust direction_ however, as shown the 1969
panels are rotated 90 degrees to stay within the limits of the nose
fairing.
5) The scan platform scientific instruments (TV cameras, scanner, and IR
spectrometer) are removed_ however, the platform, its actuators and
electronics are retained. The platform envelope is reduced in size
to fit within the envelope of the Centaur shroud_ however, the louver
area is not changed. The louver area is maintained so that an
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accurate environmental control test of the platform package can be
made; there is ample storage battery capacity to supply the simulated
heat load for a reasonable time period. Since the solar panels are
adequate for battery recharge, more than one test can be made.
6 The science payload, data automation equipment, magnetometer boom,
one battery, and one data recorder are deleted.
7 Equipment boxes identical with the 1971 boxes are located as shown
in Figure II-9. This rearrangement is necessary to maintain the
center-of-gravity location.
8 The high-gain antenna size is reduced to an 8-foot diameter, its stowed
position is changed to fit within the nose fairing envelope. The
antenna deployment mechanisms are identical but the supporting
linkages are changed.
9 The low-gain antenna boom is shortened to maintain the same relative
position to the reduced size solar panel outer corners. This is done
in order to more nearly simulate the 1971 configuration's rf reflective
pattern. The deployment mechanisms and number of hinge lines are
identical.
10) Figure II-12 is an isometric drawing of the structural design for the
1969 Test Spacecraft. The structure is identical to that of the 1971
spacecraft except as follows:
a) The structure lying outside a 10-foot diameter is omitted; these
omissions are the 3-boom supports and the 3-solar panel hinge
points. Note that hard points of the 1971 spacecraft structure
which are within a 10-foot diameter support the three deployable
antennas and the three solar panels of the 1969 Test Spacecraft.
Hinge brackets are added to the members connecting these hard points.
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The +Z ascent antenna occupies the 1971 Flight Capsule location.
The antenna support consists of a tripod assembly using three of the
four Flight Capsule mountings to the spacecraft. One leg of the
tripod is a waveguide; it fastens to the mount adjacent to the antenna
electronics.
II-3.10.2 Center of Gravity Consideration (See Mass Properties,
Section II-4.4.7)
With the differences discussed above, the center-of-gravity location
is maintained within the 1-inch envelope allowed for the payload of the
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle.
11-3.10.3 Configuration Trade Study
Another configuration considered for the 1969 Test Flight is shown in
Figure II-13. In this configuration, the 1971 solar panels (unchanged
except in number) are stowed aft across the body diameter and the 8-foot
diameter antenna is located on the forward side of the spacecraft. This
configuration has the advantage in that the antenna deployment linkages
used. However, the major disadvantage is the problem occurring at
spacecraft separation in attempting to pull the solar panels from within
the cylindrical section between the field joint and the spacecraft
separation plane. Redesign of the separation and support structure would
be required to eliminate this condition. Also the stowed orientation of
the solar panels is not an accurate simulation of the 1971 spacecraft.
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II-3.10.4 Nose Fairing Modification
The 1969 Test Spacecraft requires a 54-inch cylindrical extension of the
standard nose fairing described in the Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines.
11-3.11 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT_ PLANETARY QUARANTINE--
ATLAS/CENTAUR
11-3.11.1 Description
The decontamination requirements considered for the 1969 Test Spacecraft
are the same as described in Section 3.11 of Volume A_ D2-82709-I_ 1971
Preferred Design.
11-3.11.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The requirements are established to provide verification that the equip-
ment and structure are not degraded by the decontamination treatment.
In addition 9 techniques can be developed and tested in the areas of
handling and maintenance of the decontaminated spacecraft. These tests
and developments will result in increased confidence that the 1971 mission
will be able to meet the planetary quarantine constraint without
jeopardizing the probability of mission success.
11-3.12 1969 TEST SPACECP_FT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT¢ CLEANLINESS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
11-3.12.1 Description
Cleanliness requirements for the 1969 Test Flight are identical to those
described in Section 3.12 of Volume A_ D2-82709-I_ 1971 Preferred Design.
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II-3.13 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT MAGNETICS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.13.1 Description
Magnetic design constraints for the 1969 Test Flight are identical to
those defined in Section 3.13 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, 1971 Preferred Design.
11-3.14 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT RADIATION EFFECTS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-3.14.1 Description
A general treatment of the effects of radiation on spacecraft components
and subsystems is given in Section 3.14 of Volume A, D2-82709-1.
11-4. i
II-4.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
FOR HARDWARE SUBSYSTEMS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
1969 TEST SPACECRAFT TELECOMMUNICATIONS--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-4.1.1 Description
The telecommunications subsystem will be identical to that described in
Section 4.1 of Volume A, D2-82709-i for the 1971 Preferred Design, with
the following exceptions:
i) The 8- by 12-foot elliptical high-gain antenna will be replaced by an
8-foot circular paraboloid. This is the maximum size antenna that can
be incorporated in the nose fairing. This change results in a 2-decibel
reduction in link gains. All margins quoted in Volume A, Section 4.1
for operations using the high-gain antenna must be adjusted accordingly.
The resultant performance of affected modes is plotted in Figures II-14
and 11-15 for the nominal 1969 trajectory.
2) The relay radio subsystem and VHF antenna will not be incorporated
in the 1969 Test Spacecraft because there are no capsule communications
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during this test flight. The capsule input channel to the telemetry
and data storage subsystem will be used as an additional channel
for engineering data measurement.
3) A special multiplexer will be incorporated to accommodate the expanded
number of test points on spacecraft subsystems from which data will
be telemetered during the test. This multiplexer will interface with
the telemetry and data storage subsystems via the relay radio subsystem
input channel and will provide an exact simulation of the normal
interface at this point.
4) Only one planetary science tape recorder will be carried to save weight.
Provision will be made to verify the proper operation of recorder
sequencing functions. The simulation of real time and delayed
planetary science data modes is described in Section II 3.6. It should
be noted from Figure II-15 that checkout of the real-time planetary
science mode must be accomplished prior to encounter because of the
long trajectory for this test flight.
5) The cruise science input channels will be used for engineering data
signals or simulated signals will be provided to verify proper oper-
ations.
11-4.1.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The telecommunications subsystem proposed for the 1971 Voyager mission
includes several advances in equipment configuration and in data processing
and handling. The major advantages of a test flight prior to the 1971 mission
are as follows:
i) All elements of the subsystem will receive extended life testing
under the full set of multistress environmental conditions they will
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experience in 1971. This will be a much more comprehensive
environmental test of %he integrated system than can be achieved on
the ground.
The operational software and MDE to be used at the deep space stations
and the space flight operations facility can be completely exercised
over a simulated 1971 mission profile (excluding the Mars orbit phase).
This will be of significant value for personnel training and for
discovery of any discrepancies or deficiencies that remain after
ground simulation and checkout.
Verification of the predicted performance of high data rate modes at
encounter ranges can be achieved by generating a bit stream simulating
the high rate output of the data automation system. In particular_
this will demonstrate the performance of the high-gain antenna
pointing system coupled with vehicle dynamics.
11-4.2 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT ELECTRICAL POWER--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-4.2.1 Description
The 1969 electrical power subsystem will be identical with the 1971
subsystem as described in Section 4.2 of Volume A, D2-82709-19 except
for changes to accommodate the differences in environment and launch
vehicle_ decreased electrical load 9 and additional engineering test data.
Accordingly_ the 1969 electrical power subsystem deviates from the 1971
subsystem only in the following features:
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i) Deletion of half of the solar array area. The 1969 solar array will
consist of three panels each of which has one structural section
instead of two. The means of panel stowage and deployment is modified
and is discussed in Section II-3.10.
2) Deletion of one of the three silver-cadmium (AgO-Cd) batteries.
With two batteries, total capacity is sufficient to enable completion
of the mission with one battery failed.
3) Addition of sensors or monitoring points to provide more extensive
engineering test data.
11-4.2.1.1 Requirements and Constraints
The operational requirements and constraints are generally the same for
1969 Test Flight as for the 1971 mission. The total load power required
(a.c. plus d.c.) is represented by the heavy line (lower) profile shown
in Figpre II-16. Time periods in which the solar array is off-Sun are
shown shaded and the watt-hours for that period are given in the shaded
blocks.
II-4.2.1.2 Subsystem Functional Description
This section describes the difference in design and operation between
the 1969 power subsystem and the basic subsystem described in Volume A.
Component Description--Tables 11-4, 11-5, and II-6 list the differences
between the 1969 and 1971 electrical power subsystems.
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Table 11-4: QUANTITY DIFFERENCES
Batteries
Battery Chargers
Solar Panel Structural Sections
(4 electrical sections/Structural
Section)
1969
2
2
3
197__1
3
3
6
Table II-5: SIGNIFICANT ELECTRICAL DIFFERENCES
Solar Array
Nominal operating voltage
output near Earth
Nominal operating voltage
vu _v_ _ Mars
Maximum power near Earth (55°C)
Maximum power at end of
mission
Battery
Watt hour capacity
1969
61V
63V
955g
511g (3°C)
1640
1973.
60V
65V
1910W
685w (-18°c)
2460
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SIGNIFICANT PHYSICAL DIFFERENCES
196_._..2
Solar Array
Area--Planform
Area--Substrate surface
Area--Solar cell mounting
Cell active area
Major structural section per panel
Structural subsections per panel
(no difference)
Total Cells per Array
Battery
Power Conditioninq Equipment
Battery charger/failure sense unit
Subsystem Total Weiqht
Solar array
Batteries
Power conditioning electronics
Total _eight
120.5 ft2
118 tt2
104.9 ft 2
99.5 ft 2
i
2
24,354
2
1971
241 ft 2
236 ft 2
209.8 ft 2
199 ft 2
2
4
48,708
3
2 3
164 ibs(est) 284 ibs
82 ibs 123 ibs
48 ibs 50 ibs
294 ibs 457 ibs
II-4.2.1.3 Solar Array
Electrical Description--The solar array provides primary electrical power
to the power subsystem by conversion of the solar energy. The array is
composed of 24,354 solar cells mounted on three panels, and is capable of
providing 511 watts at end of mission (8 months) with worst-case degrada-
tion (Kt = 0.63). The power requirement for the solar panel is approxi-
mately 383 watts. Thus, adequate capacity will be available from the
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panel. At 5 percent off the maximum power point (not including battery
charging) when oriented within ±5 degrees of the Sun, the total mission
degradation (Kt) is estimated to be 0.63. See Section 4.2.9 of D2-82709-I
for the detailed calculation of Kt. The solar flare degradation assumed
for 1969 results in 20.5-percent power degradation as compared with
28 percent for the 1971 case, since the latter includes degradation for
the 6 months in orbit.
Desiqn Optimization--The use of three standard structural sections will
.....4_ 1o _I_+_4_=I _+4nn_ Th_ nnwA_ _ag_%y ma_g4n 4nc]udina the
10-percent safety factor is 179 watts which permits the complete loss of
three electrical sections without decreasing power from the power
subsystem to an unacceptable level.
II-4.2.1.4 Battery
Description--The mission requirements of the battery for the 1969 Test
Flight are:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
38 volts (minimum);
373-watt load;
9.8-ampere current;
222 watt-hours of energy;
5.85 ampere-hours capacity;
0.6-hour discharge duration;
Maximum of three maneuver cycles with long periods of recharge.
The preferred approach is to use two of the Ag0-Cd batteries planned
for 1971 mission even though one battery provides more than adequate
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energy capacity. This approach assures reliability of operation and
11-4.2.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Added confidence in the successful operation of the electrical power
subsystem during the 1971 mission will be gained through a 1969 Test
Flight in the following ways:
i) Better judgment on solar proton radiation damage effects;
2) Verification of subsystem temperature;
3) Consideration will be given to further tests of battery cycling,
panel stresses, and temperatures and other orbiting effects by
deliberate misorientation of the spacecraft to simulate Mars occulta-
tion. This simulation would occur after flyby, and would be limited
by the capability of other subsystems, telemetry blackout by the
Sun, and other factors.
11-4.8 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT PROPULSION--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-4.3.1 Description
This subsystem is identical to that described in Section 4.3 of D2-82709-I
except no solid-propellant-motor orbit insertion (including thrust vector
control) capability is provided. For the midcourse correction propulsion
system, the fuel and tankage are reduced to provide for 45 meters per
second instead of 75 meters per second, and the orbit trim maneuver is
deleted. The midcourse propulsion system will retain its 1971 configura-
tion (except for fuel tank capacity) in that pressurant and propellant
isolation valves and plumbing are provided for four midcourse corrections.
The propulsion module weight is 200 pounds.
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II-4.3.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
A 1969 Test Flight will provide the means to demonstrate the operation
of the midcourse correction propulsion system under the environmental
conditions of a 1971 mission. In particular, it will enable verification
of the spontaneous catalyst ignition system used on the monopropellant
engines, under space operating conditions. In addition, repeated engine
start and shutdown sequences are obtainable through the backup isolation
valve circuits, within the limits of expendable propellant and pressurant.
11-4.4 1969 TEST _-,_^,-c:,n^,=-r=m_-tmm=otmc_ _A_C_4ANTCg--ATLAS/CENTAUR
Summary--This section discusses the differences between the engineering
mechanics described in D2-82709-I, Section 4.4 of this study report and
the engineering mechanics used in the 1969 Test Spacecraft for the
following subsystems and disciplines:
1)
2)
a)
4)
5)
6)
Temperature Control;
Packaging and Cabling;
Structure;
Mechanisms;
Pyrotechnics_
Mass Properties.
11-4.4.1 Thermal Control Subsystem
11-4.4.1.1 Description
The temperature control techniques and major elements are the same as
for the 1971 spacecraft and as defined in D2-82709-I, Section 4.2.1.
The design of thermal separation between basic modules makes possible
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design revisions in one module with only minor thermal effects on the
others. Impo_tan+ +h_m_1 _n+=_= .... _ _ _^ _n_ _^_ _........ _
are modified to simulate the 1971 spacecraft characteristics. These
include the following:
i) Elight Capsule Thermal Interface--Shields are used to simulate
radiation blockage of the louvers by the capsule. Heat losses
from the spacecraft to the capsule are simulated by a combination
of insulation and heat shorts; the heat shorts are variable to
permit adjustment during ground tests.
2) Exterior Boom Thermal Interfaces--Heat exchange is matched by using
the operational spacecraft joint, with radiation tabs to simulate
the booms.
3) Body Mounted Exterior Equipment--Heat losses from the spacecraft
are matched with radiation tabs simulating the equipment which has
been deleted from the spacecraft.
4) Propulsion Module Thermal Interface--Elimination of the orbit inser-
tion engine and changes to tank geometry and arrangement introduce
significant thermal differences, which cannot be completely compensated.
Eor example, orbit engine head heat source cannot be simulated.
However, design of the heat shield, conduction members, and insula-
tion are tailored so the 1969 spacecraft thermal characteristics
match the 1971 spacecraft.
5) Solar Thermal Shield--The stowage of the high-gain antenna requires
the relocation of the solar shield. However, the thermal environ-
ment for the propulsion module and equipment module is thermally
duplicated to match those of the 1971 spacecraft.
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11-4.4.1.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
A comparison of the thermal control similarities between the 1969 Test
Flight and the 1971 mission is shown and summarized in Table II-7. The
summary shows that both the Mars flyby and the heliocentric trajectories
are beneficial, and that thermal control similarity is preserved nearly
to the same extent that the configurations are the same. The test flight
will adequately simulate all important parameters, except the thermal
performance of the operational spacecraft propulsion module, the effects
of the orbit insertion engine plume heating, and the variation in Mars
orbit heat load due to Sun occultation.
The test flight provides confidence in the thermal control system through
demonstration in the realistic total space environment, and through con-
firming the 1971 spacecraft design parameters by correlating theoretical
calculations with actual values from the test flight. This logic makes
test flight measurements particularly attractive in determining the
effect of:
i) Proton and alpha particle radiation on the emissive properties of
surface coatings_ and
2) The solar intensity at Mars (thermal design of the high-gain antenna
is based upon a low solar intensity).
II-4.4.2 1969 Spacecraft Cablinq and Packaqinq Subsystem
11-4.4.2.1 Description
The cabling and packaging methods for the 1969 Test Flight are identical
to that described in D2-82709-I, Section 4.4.2 for the 1971 spacecraft
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THERMAL CONTROL SIMILARITY OF 1969 TEST FLIGHT
TO 1971 MISSION
Internal Bus Equipment
Louver Control
Equipment Packaging for Thermal Performance
Thermal Coupling and Heat Leak
External Bus Equipment
Surface Coatings
Solar Panels
High-Gain Antenna
Omni Antenna
Boost Heating
Plume Heating
Propulsion Module
Solar Shield
Louver Control
Thermal Coupling and Heat Leak
Thermal Interface
Science Platform
Capsule
Electrical
Instrumentation
Mars Flyby
or
Heliocentric
Traj ectory
Good
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair
None
Poor
Good
Poor
None
None
Fair
Fair
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except for the deletion of those packages defined in Section II-3.10.
The deletion of certain packages requires the following revisions to be
made to the 1969 Test Spacecraft:
I) All packages not removed will be shifted a minimum amount to provide
the spacecraft with the proper center of gravity. However, the
functional and thermal relationships of the packages will not be
changed.
2) Package interconnecting cable harness will be revised to provide
for rearrangement of the equipment packages and the deleted
packages.
II-4.4.3 1969 Spacecraft Structure Subsystem
II-4.4.3.1 Description
The spacecraft structural subsystem is basically the same as that described
in D2-82709-1, Section 4.4.3 of this study report. The use of the Atlas/
Centaur nose fairing requires that some modification be made to the basic
configuration. These are identified in Section II-3.10. The structural
modification required to accept the configuration revisions are as
follows:
l) Primary Structure--The support truss assemblies which support the
low-gain antenna, VHF antenna, and magnetometer booms are removed.
The lower support truss frame members require additional bending
capability to accommodate the appendage loads which are introduced
eccentric to the node point of the ring frame members.
2) Propulsion/Reaction Control Structure--A separate revised structural
system to support the midcourse propulsion and reaction control
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subsystem is attached to the existing propulsion reaction control
support points.
Solar Panels--Two additional spars per panel are required oriented
90 degrees to the 1971 solar panel spars.
High-Gain Antennas--Relocation of the high-gain antenna attachment
requires a revision to the lower support truss frame to accommodate
the new antenna hinge and support fittings. The antenna boom and
deployment structure is revised to be consistent with the new
antenna.
11-4.4.3.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The benefit of a test flight to the structural subsystem is minor. How-
ever, confidence is increased in predicting structural response in main-
taining the critical spacecraft component alignment and providing an
adequate dynamics environment to the presence of heat and loads inputs
during the 1971 mission.
II-4.4.4 1969 Mechanisms Subsystem
II-4.4.4.1 Description
The spacecraft mechanisms subsystem is identical to that described in
D2-82709-I, Section 4.4.4, in that the same bearings, materials, gears
and procedures are used in all instances. However, the following
revisions in configuration are required to fit within the Atlas/Centaur
nose fairing envelope:
I) Low-Gain Antenna Deployment Mechanism--Due to the difference in
stowed position and deployment geometry, the deployment hinge mount
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is changed. The Vinson actuator is used to deploy the antenna and
the locking mechanisms are identical although oriented in a new
plane.
High-Gain Antenna Deployment and Pointing Mechanism--The deployment
linkage is changed due to the different antenna stowed position.
However, the deployment principle is similar so that bearings,
actuators, and locks may be evaluated. The antenna pointing
mechanism is unchanged.
Scan Platform--The scan support yoke is shorter to provide proper
clearance with the extended nose fairing oynamic...........env_±op_. _**_s
does not effect the operation of the deployment and drive mechanism
which is identical to the 1971 installation. The boost support
linkage is shorter but the method of releasing is identical.
Magnetometer Deployment Mechanism--This entire component is deleted.
Bacteriological Barrier Release Mechanism--This entire component
is deleted since there is no capsule on the flight.
II-4.4.4.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The benefits from a test flight are:
i) The performance evaluation of the mechanisms will disclose areas of
probable malfunction and the degree of rectification required.
2) Critical and long-lead-time component failure would be determined,
therefore providing adequate modification allowances for follow-on
spacecraft.
3) The test would demonstrate that the hinge mechanisms have not dis-
torted thermally to prevent deployment and that the proper selection
of bearing materials and fits have been made.
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The confidence level of the predicted performance of the mechanisms
subsystem for the !97! spacecraft will be increased by the !969 test,
since all mechanisms will be operated in a true space environment
which is difficult to simulate on the ground. Of particular con-
cern in ground testing is the simulation of the combined effects of
zero gravity, vacuum, radiation, time, meteoroid and operating
stresses.
In addition to demonstrating by the normal release-and-lock position
indicators that each mechanism performs satisfactorily, the test
flight spacecraft mechanisms will be instrumented to obtain torque
measurements for both drive units on the scan platform and for the
high-gain antenna drive units.
Determination of these values under true flight conditions would either
confirm or refute the design concept and permit timely rectification
that would greatly enhance the probability of success of the 1971 mission.
11-4.4.5 Pyrotechnics Subsystem
II-4.4.5.1 Description
The pyrotechnic subsystem is identical to that described in D2-82709-I,
Section 4.4.5 except that load simulating devices will be used where
pyrotechnic devices have been omitted by the deletion of the magnetom-
eter, VHF antenna, and orbit-insertion engine.
11-4.4.5.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will verify the functional operation of the pyro-
technic subsystem in an actual space environment.
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11-4.4.6 Mass Properties
11-4.4.6.1 Summary Weight Statement
Consistent with design changes discussed in the previous sections, a
weight statement for the 1969 Voyager lest Spacecraft (Atlas/Centaur
launch vehicle) is presented below. For comparative purposes, the
weight statement for the 1971 Voyager spacecraft is also presented.
1969 Test 1971
Spacecraft Spacecraft
SPACECRAFT BUS
Spacecraft Telecommunications 177
Attitude Reference Subsystem 51
Autopilot Subsystem ii
Reaction Control Subsystem 103
Central Computer & Sequencer Subsystem 58
Electrical Power Subsystem 283
Spacecraft Structure Subsystem 305
Spacecraft Mechanisms Subsystem 39
Temperature Control Subsystem 36
Pyrotechnic Subsystem
Instl. Cables/Harness Assemblies
Weight Contingency--Bus
207
51
11
212
58
457
373
59
36
(included in CC&$)
i00 i00
137 186
TOTAL SPACECRAFT BUS 1300 1750
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION INSTALLATION
Midcourse Correction Prop. Subsystem (114)
Rocket Engine System 22
Propellant System Inerts 39
Pressurization Plumbing 15
Hydrazine--Useable 38
Orbit Insertion Prop. System (--)
Rocket Engine, Solid--inerts --
Thrust Vector Control Unit --
Solid Propellant--Useable --
Spacecraft Structure--Prop. Inst. (40)
Temperature Control--Prop. Inst. (23)
Inst. Cables/Harness--Prop. Inst. (8)
Weight Contingency--Prop. Inst. (15)
Contingency-- 15
Contingency--Fiberglas to Ti Eng Case -
(508)
22
75
16
395
(2686)
272
108
2306
(125)
(71)
(lO)
(lOO)
62
38
TOTAL PROPULSION INSTALLATION 2O0 350O
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1969 Test 1971
Spacecraft Spacecraft
SPACECRAFT SCIENCE PAYLOAD
Science Payload Instrumentation --
Science Payload-Data Automation --
TOTAL SCIENCE PAYLOAD --
Flight Capsule System --
SEPARATED PLANETARY VEHICLE 1500
Spacecraft Adapter and Support Above 50
Field Joint
Spacecraft Support Below Field Joint 150
TOTAL 1700
195
55
I
250
2300
I
7800
250
250
8300
11-4.4.6.2 Sequential Mass Properties
Sequential weight, center of gravity, and mass moments of inertia are
presented below based on maximum usage of expendables. Because the mid-
course propellant and reaction control gas are located very close to
both the spacecraft centerline and the spacecraft center of gravity,
their usage exerts a negligible effect on both center of gravity and
mass moments of inertia.
Weight CG STA Iz Ix I
Condition (ib) (in) (sluq- ft2) y
Gross 1500 29.0 1210 740 530
Gross Less 1438 29.0 1210 740 530
Expendables
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II-4.5 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT SCIENCE--ATLAS/CENTAUR
No provisions have been allocated for a science payload on the 1969 Test
Flight; however, structural support, electrical power, and telemetry is
available should science experiments be required.
11-4.6 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE REFERENCES AND AUTOPlLOT SUBSYSTEM--
ATLAS/CENTAUR
11-4.6.1 Description
The attitude references and autopilot subsystem proposed for the 1969
Test Flight is identical to the preferred design described in Section
4.6 of Volume A, D2-82709-1 except for the following changes.
11-4.6.1.1 Equipment Modifications and Telemetry
The 1971 equipment will be modified to convert the output signal of the
test connector for the OSE to an inflight capability.
The normal mission sequence will exercise all modes of operation of the
attitude reference and autopilot subsystems except orbit-insertion TVC.
External dummy loads will be provided for the secondary injection valves
to exercise the valve drivers and associated switching functions in a
simulated maneuver. Changes in spacecraft inertia will necessitate
changes in autopilot gain in order to preserve stability.
71-4.6.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Partial confirmation of the operation of the subsystem can be obtained
from a simulation test program on Earth. However, complete confirmation
can be obtained only through test under actual operating conditions. For
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example, an important function of the gyros is to maintain vehicle atti-
tude during maneuvers and occultation in order to point the high-gain
antenna. It is anticipated that the long-term drift bias stability of
the gyro is less than 0.05 degree per hour, which is adequate; however,
there is no data on long-term operation at zero acceleration to confirm
this. Consequently, a test flight similar to the 1971 Voyager flight
would provide data required to confirm the bias stability of the gyro
under zero-g conditions as well as prove the validity of subsystem
operation within the combined effects of induced and natural environments.
11-4.7 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM--ATLAS/CENTAUR
II-4.7.1 Description
The reaction control subsystem for the Atlas/Centaur 1969 Test Flight is
the same subsystem as described in Paragraph 4.7 of D2-82709-I except
that approximately half of the propellant is required as for the 1971
Preferred Design. The reduction is fuel is accomplished by a reduction
in the size of the tanks. Rearrangement of the tanks within the space-
craft is necessary.
II-4.7.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The test flight will prove the capability of the specific reaction con-
trol hardware to operate for extended periods of time in space. Space
environment and time are the only criteria for the test.
Temperatures and pressures of the propellant tanks will be determined
during prolonged space exposure.
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11-4.8 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT CENTRAL COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER--
ATLAS/_ENTAUR
11-4.8.1 Description
The central computer and sequencer subsystem is the same as described in
Section 4.8 of Volume A, D2-82709-I.
11-4.8.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will prove the reliability and versatility of the
CC&S to meet the 1971 mission requirements, constraints, and objectives.
Specifically the benefits derived are as follows:
i) Reliabilitz--Command Message Handling--The command link and CC_S
command message handling will be verified proving ground-to-
spacecraft bit error rate, command verification, command acceptance,
and command execution. By transmission of a sufficient number of
real-time commands under all Earth weather conditions the ground-to-
spacecraft transmission bit error rate may be established. Resultant
single and multiple bit error rates will determine the necessity of
additional error checking or correcting codes within the command
message. _v.,,=,,u v=_zrication is of major importance, providing
ground assurance that transmitted commands arrived successfully at
the spacecraft. However, command verification at great distances
from Earth requires time, and under emergency conditions may be too
long. Establishing the command verification technique for command
acceptance within the CC&S will be of major benefit to ensure 1971
mission success. As the OC_S executes the stored program sequence,
it will be desirable to establish the validity of execution of the
CC&S over prolonged periods of time under actual flight environmental
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conditions. Thus flight program execution reliability will be
demonstrated as a result of the 1969 Test Flight. If failures
occur during flight in various command paths either within the CC&S
or in other subsystems, the test flight will determine the value of
the work-around methods and procedures established within the CC&S.
Versatility--The 1969 Test Flight will demonstrate the ability of
the CC&S to accept changes to the stored preplanned sequence of
events at any time as dictated by mission circumstances. The tests
will include demonstrations of switchover between the two redundant
CC&S control assembly logic processing units. Override capability
of real-time ground initiated commands will be demonstrated.
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PART III--1969 TEST SPACECRAFT--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
This part of the document establishes the requirements and descriptions
for a Voyager Test Spacecraft and its associated subsystems in perform-
ance of a 1969 Test Flight using a Saturn IB/Centaur launch vehicle.
Only the exceptions from the descriptions stated in Volume A, D2-82709-1,
"1971 Preferred Design," are cited.
III-i.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT TEST
OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA
III-I.i 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT INTRODUCTION--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
One principal type of test flight using Saturn IB/Centaur boosters is
considered for the 1969 Test Flight. The test flight is similar to the
1971 Voyager mission in that the test spacecraft will orbit Mars.
Unlike the 1971 mission, however, the 1969 Test Flight will employ a
simulated Flight Capsule that, at the appropriate point on the trajec-
tory, will be deflected away from Mars. Also, the science payload is
omitted from the 1969 Test Spacecraft.
III-1.2 1969 TEST FLIGHT OBJECTIVES--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
The objective of the 1969 Test Flight is to enhance the probability of
successful accomplishment of the 1971 Voyager objectives. Toward this
goal, the test flight and test spacecraft will be identical to the 1971
Voyager.
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT TEST FLIGHT RESTRAINTS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
The test flight restraints are the same as those established in Section
1.3 of Volume A, D2-82709-1, except that in 1969, a nominal launch period
of 30 days will be provided for a Mars orbiting test flight. Later launch
opportunities are available for Mars flyby or heliocentric trajectories
if the prime launch period is missed.
111-1.4 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
Design of 1969 Test Spacecraft components will be identical with 1971
Flight Spacecraft component design to achieve meaningful test flight data.
In all other respects, design criteria are as established in Volume A for
the 1971 Voyager design.
III-l.4.1 Schedule Criteria
Since the 1971 Mars opportunity is a rigid constraint upon the Voyager
program, it follows that all facets of the test flight must be accomplished
on a schedule that is compatible with obtaining significant data for
incorporation into the 1971 Voyager program schedule.
111-1.5 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT WEIGHT--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
The launch weight of the test spacecraft together with the simulated
Flight Capsule and adapters must be no more than 8300 pounds.
111-1.6 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT_ COMPETING CHARACTERISTICS--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
1971 spacecraft priorities will be used where there are conflicting
technical requirements.
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III-2.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN
CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
111-2.1 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
This section presents a general description of the 1969 Voyager Test
Spacecraft and the considered test flight profile using a Saturn IB/Centaur
launch vehicle.
111-2.1.1 General System Description
The elements of the system are the launch vehicle system, the test space-
craft system and the ___i^_^_ =_÷ _p_,,1_ _y_+_m. A_ wlth the 1971
Voyager program, the capsule and the spacecraft are collectively called
the Planetary Vehicle.
111-2.1.1.1 Launch Vehicle System
The launch vehicle system consists of the three stages of the launch
vehicle, the nose fairing over the Planetary Vehicle, and associated
supporting equipment. The three-stage launch vehicle includes the S-IB,
S-IVB, and Centaur stage as described in Volume A, D2-82709-I, "1971
Preferred Design."
111-2.1.1.2 Planetary Vehicle
Test Spacecraft--The test spacecraft is the same as the Flight Spacecraft
described in Volume A, D2-82709-I, except that the 1969 Test Spacecraft
will not have a science subsystem.
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Simulated Fliqht Capsule--A simulated Flight Capsule is included in the
Saturn-IB/Centaur-launched 1969 Test Flight to meas1_re the maximum number
of parameters that could affect the spacecraft.
111-2.1.2 Test Fliqht Profile
With some variation, the test flight profile for the 1969 Test Flight will
be the same as that described in Volume A, D2-82709-I, for the 1971
Voyager mission. The basic differences between the 1969 and 1971 Mars
orbit are that the 1969 test flight will incorporate:
i) Type II transfer trajectories;
2) A C 3 of 17.0 (km/sec)2;
3) Launch dates from December 30, 1968, to January 29, 19693
4) An 18-hour orbit period with maximum propellant load allowed by the
1971 orbit insertion motor case;
5) The simulated Flight Capsule will be deflected away from Mars.
III-2.1.3 Subsystems
With the exclusion of the science subsystem, the characteristics and res-
traints for the 1969 Test Spacecraft subsystems are the same as those
described in Section 2.1.3 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, for the 1971 preferred
design.
III-2.2 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT DESIGN RESTRAINTS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
The restraints imposed on the subsystems by the system and other subsystems
(including the environmental restraints) for the 1969 Test Flight are the
same as those established in Volume A for the 1971 mission.
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111-2.3 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION MANEUVER ACCURACY
AND PROPULSION REqUIRHMENTS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-2.3.1 Description
The maneuver accuracy and propulsion requirements for the 1969 Test
Flight are the same as described in Volume A for the 1971 preferred design.
The approach to aim-point biasing during midcourse is identical to that
established in Section 3.1 of Volume By D2-82709-2.
111-2.3.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
the spacecraft to a successful encounter using three midcourse maneuvers.
The test flight will also provide a test of capability to trim the orbit
about Mars.
111-2.4 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT AIMING POINT SELECTION--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-2.4.1 Description
The aiming-point selection for the 1969 Mars orbital test flight is iden-
tical to that described in Section 2.4, Volume A, D2-82709-I. Minor
changes in the occultation charts result from differences in the transit
trajectories.
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT PARTS_ MATERIALS AND PROCESSES--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-2.5.1 Description
Parts, materials, and processes for the 1969 Test Spacecraft will be the
same as described in Section 2.5 of Volume A, D2-82709-1, 1971 preferred
design, and will be subjected to the same controls.
111-2.5.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will provide verification testing of critical mater-
ial systems and parts through functional performance in the Mars mission
environment. Changes in performance resulting from the environmental
exposure of the 1969 Test Flight can be interpreted to estimate perform-
ance in the 1971 mission.
i) Thermal control coating performance will be determined by spacecraft
temperature data.
2) The change in performance in solar cells will be indicated by power
generation data.
3) Bearing lubricant and gear performance will be evaluated by
functional operation of mechanisms.
111-3.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT SYSTE5I
LEVEL FUNCTION DESCRIPTION OF FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
111-3.1 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT STANDARD TRAJECTORIES--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.1.i Description
The 1971 Voyager mission will be performed with an 18-hour orbit period
about Mars and a required orbit insertion AV of 5700 fps. For the Mars
orbiting 1969 Test Flight, using the Saturn IB/Centaur launch vehicle,
Ill-6
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orbit periods of 18_ 30_ and 60 hours have been examined. The important
trajectory characteristics are summarized in Table III-i along with a
table of the allocated weights for the 1969 Planetary Test Vehicle com-
pared with the 1971 Planetary Vehicle allocated weight.
i) 18-Hour Orbit Period--This mission_ which is most similar to the 1971
Voyager mission_ was investigated on the basis of two different launch
periods: 60 days and 30 days. The 18-hour orbit test flight and 60-
day launch period requires an insertion _V of 7900 fps_ which is beyond
the capability of the propulsion system. By reducing the launch period
u_y_ _^ AV ..... _ ,^,_,,1_ h_ _d12ced to 6500 fps, which is
within propulsion system capability by adding propellant to the iden-
tical orbit insertion motor case. The simulated Flight Capsule will
be decreased by a corresponding amount. Alternatively 9 an 18-hour
orbit with a 60-day launch period can be obtained with a larger injected
weight (about 8850 pounds) on the Mars transit trajectory or with a
lesser weight (1620 pounds) inserted into the Mars orbit.
2) 30-Hour Orbit Period--To achieve the same _V of 5700 fps_ which will
be used in the 1971 mission_ the 1969 orbit period is increased to
30 hours. The launch periodt however_ is 1 day.
3) 60-Hour Orbit Period--The maximum safe orbit (due to orbit perturba-
tions) is the 60-hour orbit. It can be performed with a 30-day launch
period and a required orbit insertion _V of 5900 fps. This test
flight can also be performed with a _V of 5700 fps if the spacecraft
weight inserted into Mars orbit is 1940 pounds. The largest launch
period for this test flight is 22 days.
III-7
MISSION BOOSTER
Mars Orbit with 18-hr Saturn IB/Centaur
Period
Mars Orbit,
18-hr Period
Mars Orbit,
30-hr Period
Mars Orbit,
60-hr Period
LAUNCH
PERIOD
(DAYS)
60
30
I
30
TRAJ. LAUNCH ARRIVAL
TYPE DATES DATES
II Dec. 22, 1968/ Aug. 24, 19
Feb. 20, 1969 Nov. 25, 1
!1 Dec. 30, 1968/ Sept. 16, lC
Jan. 29, 1969 Oct. 26, 19
II Jan. 5, 1969 Sept. 29, 1!
II Dec. 30, 1968/ Sept. 18, lC,
Feb. 1, 1969 Oct. 28, 19
Mars Orbit,
60-hr Period
Mars Flyby
22
122
II Jan 2, 1969/ Sept. 21, 1_
Jan. 24, 1969 Oct. 21, 19
II Dec. 27, 1968/ Sept. 8, 19_
April 28, 1969 Feb. 5, 197q
Saturn I B/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
Capsule Separated '"vve.gn,"'_
Capsule Adapter & Sterilization Canister
Total Capsule Weight
Spacecraft Bus, including Science
Spacecraft Propulsion
Total Spacecraft Weight
Separated Planetary Vehicle Weight
Spacecraft Adapter and Support above
Field Joint
Planetary Vehicle Weight
Spacecraft Support Below Field Joint
Total
I169
i69/
59
69/
$9
REQUIRED
C 3 (km2/sec 2)
17
17
17
17
16
18
LAUNCH
VEH IC LE
WEIGHT
CAPABILITY
(Ib)
9200
9200
9200
9200
9200
9050
TRA NS IT
TIMES
(DAYS)
245/280
260/270
27O
260/270
260/275
255/280
Table l l l-i:
DLA
RANGE
5°/12 °
5°/12 °
5 °
5°/12 °
5°/12 °
5o/33 °
D2-82709-4
Saturn IBIgentaur-
Trajectory Characteristics
COMMUN ICATION
DISTANCE (kin)
INSERTION V
REQUIREMENTS
(ft/sec)
198 x 106 7900
170 x 106 6550
145 x 106 5700
165 x 106 5900
128 x 106/272 x 106 5700
170 x 106
WEIGHT ALLOCATIONS (Ib)
1418
350
2000
4032
250
250
1969 TEST
1768
6032
780O
8050
8300
1950
35O
2000
3500
250
250
1971 VOYAGER
I
2300
5500
7800
805O
8300
%
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All of the trajectories considered meet the aiming point constraints
described in Section 2.4 of Volume A, D2-82709-1. A design chart (Figure
III-1) shows the detailed trajectory information. Lines of constant DLA
have been superimposed in red on this curve. The DSN orbit determination
constraints of DLA = _5 degrees have been shaded. Lines of constant
approach velocity are indicated by the blue lines. A minimum VHp of 3.7
km/sec is achievable in 1969.
III-3.1.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
In analyzing the described trajectories, orbital periods, launch periods,
and insertionAV's it is recommended that the trajectory that provides
an 18-hour orbit period with a AV of 6550 fps and a 30-day launch period
be adopted for the 1969 Test Flight. This particular mission is the closest
in similarity to the 1971 Voyager mission_ consequently, the test results
would greatly enhance the confidence in a 1971 mission success.
III-3.2 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT ORBIT DETERMINATION CAPABILITY--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.2.1 Description
The orbit determination capability for the 1969 Test Flight will not vary
significantly from the capability discussed in Volume A, Section 3.2, and
Volume B, Section 3.1.
III-3.2.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will provide information that will allow refinement
of the physical constants that affect heliocentric orbit determination
capability, including the astronomical unit, the Mars ephemeris, and the
Mars gravitational parameters. This will provide significant improvement
III-]]
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in the 1971 mission heliocentric orbit determination capability. The
Mars orbit phase mission will provide a test of orbit determination for
an orbiter around a distant body. This problem is discussed in Volume B,
Section 3.1.
111-3.3 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT_ SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
DESIGN PARAMETERS.-SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-3.3.1 Description
In Volume A, D2-82709-I, Section 3.3, specifications controlling weight,
volume, power, and thermal operating ranges are tabulated for each sub-
system on sheets headed "Spacecraft Components Design Parameters." These
sheets (SCDPS) are also applicable to the Saturn IB/Centaur-launched 1969
Test Spacecraft except for deletion of science instrumentation and science
data automation equipment and the addition of one multiplexer-encoder
unit for additional engineering performance data.
111-3.4 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT E_UIPMENT ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-3.4.1 Description
The methods and procedures for hardware and software identification for
the 1969 Test Spacecraft are the same as described in Section 3.4 of
Volume A, D2-82709-I, "1971 Preferred Design."
111-3.4.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Use of the methods and procedures for the 1969 Test Flight will provide
early training and experience that can be readily applied to the 1971
Voyager program.
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT LAUNCH VEHICLE INTERFACE
REQUIREMENTS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.5.1 Description
The 1969 Test Spacecraft flight equipment to launch vehicle interface
requirements are the same as those described in Subsection 3.8, Volume A,
D2-82709-I.
111-3.5.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight provides an opportunity to prove interface compatibil-
ity well in advance of the 1971 mission, therefore guarding against any
unforeseen launch vehicle interface problems that might prejudice 1971
schedules.
111-3.6 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT TELEMETRY CRITERIA--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-3.6.1 Description
The primary objective of the telemetry equipment is to measure, with high
resolution and accuracy, the spacecraft subsystem performance parameters
and encode the information on subcarriers with low-error probability for
subsequent RF transmission.
The 1969 Test Flight telemetry equipment is identical to the 1971 Voyager
Spacecraft equipment as described in Volume A, D2-82709-I except for
incorporation of the capability for multiplexing additional engineering
measurements. The test spacecraft will provide the necessary capabilities
111-16
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and functions for the telemetry equipment design verification. On the
basis that spacecraft science data will not be available for the 1969
Test Flight, equivalent simulation will be provided to exercise the tele-
metry modes, techniques_ and equipment. In lieu of actual science data,
the telemetry channels are to be used for additional spacecraft engineering
measurements in conjunction with spacecraft equipment design verification.
For the Mars orbiting and flyby test flights (Mode 6), the planetary
science high-bit rate will be exercised before encounter. The rE link
calculations indicate operation at encounter may be in the rf link
blackout region. Other modes will be exercised throughout the test
flight for transmission of engineering data.
The Voyager 1969 Test Spacecraft will be equipped with telemetry and
communication equipment capable of transmitting spacecraft data to the
DSIF. The transmitted data consists of spacecraft engineering, and
simulated high-rate science data. If high-bit-rate performance data is
required, it can replace the planetary science simulated data on command.
In addition, the cruise science channel is used to input additional
spacecraft engineering data, which will approximately simulate cruise
science data. The capsule to spacecraft telemetry on board and separation
interfaces are exactly simulated. During critical spacecraft maneuvers,
spacecraft telemetry data can be redundantly stored on board for subsequent
retransmission.
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The 1969 Test Flight telemetry equipment data formatting, modulation
techniques, data storage modes, and onboard core storage and tape recorders
are identical to 1971 spacecraft telemetry equipment. The use of a
simulated Flight Capsule with VHF capability will check out the relay
radio subsystem and bus interfaces before, during, and after separation.
If required_ simulated capsule performance data can be acquired through
the capsule telemetry channel as shown in Figure III-2. The measurements
required for the 1971 flight will be made on the 1969 Test Flight using
the regular engineering multiplexer-encoder. Additional engineering
performance data will be telemetered using another multiplexer-encoder unit
whose output feeds the cruise science data channel. It is expected that
this second unit will be identical to the engineering multiplexer-encoder
in design.
Because a 48-kc-bit-rate capability exists, it can be used for low-accuracy
transient information such as rocket motor pressure or attitude control
parameters that could not be telemetered at the slow bit rates. Encoding
at 6 bits results in a single-channel 8-kc sample rate capability that can
be multiplexed or time-shared.
Simulation of the planetary science data for checkout of Modes 5 and 6 will
be accomplished using known sequences of data bits. For example, an ll-stage
shift register with feedback will generate a fixed-recycling PN sequence
of. 211-1 (i.e., 2047) bits in length that can be easily synchronized with
the block coder or tape recorder bit rates. Because the exact pattern
is known, the data will be automatically reduced to determine the system
error rate. Switching from Mode 5 to 6 is done by speeding up the input
111-18
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POSSIBLE
SIMULATED CAPSULE
PERFORMANCE
DATA
PLANETARY
SCIENCE
SIMULATOR
HIGH-SAMPLE-
RATE
ENCODER
T
WIDEBAND
BUS
PERFORMANCE
DATA
IL.
W
°t
CC&S
CAPSULE
TELEMETRY
SIMULATOR
VHF
(1971 DESIGN)
RADIO RELAY
SUBSYSTEM
(1971 DESIGN)
TELEMETRY &
DATA STORAGE
SUBSYSTEM
T
CC&S
ADDED
ENGINEERING
MULTIPLEXER
ENCODER
t
ADDED BUS
PERFORMANCE
DATA
m
DIRECT
REGULAR BUS
PERFORMANCE
DATA
Figure 111-2 : 1969 Test Flight Telemetry Subsystem Function
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clock to the shift register and will not change the ground data processing
. . th _ _ _.^_ ....eQuioment. In this way, ,4 o,,= y science data channel can be
evaluated. Exact configuration of the simulator cannot be established
without more knowledge of the data formats.
111-3.6.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Since the 1969 Test Flight telemetry equipment will be identical to the
1971 Voyager spacecraft equipment except for the incorporation of the
capability of multiplexing additional engineering measurements_ the
1969 Test Flight will greatly intensify and accelerate experience with
and evaluation of the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft telemetry equipment and
techniques.
111-3.7 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT TELEMETRY CHANNEL LIST--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-3.7.1 Description
The flight data measurement requirement in Table III-2 comprise the
required telemetry measurements for the Saturn IB/Centaur-launched 1969
Test Spacecraft.
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111-3.8
BOIJNO
D2-82709-4
1969 TEST SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION MANEUVER ERROR-
ALLOCATIONS AND ANALYSIS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.8.1 Description
The detailed allocation of maneuver error to component error sources
will not vary for the 1969 Test Spacecraft from that described in
Section 3.8 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, "1971 Preferred Design."
111-3.9 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT_ FLIGHT SEQUENCE--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-3.9.1 Description
The 1969 Test Spacecraft functions are basically the same as those
described in Section 3.9 of Volume A, D2-82709-I. The test flight
profile is divided into ii gross functional areas shown in Figure
III-3. A detailed expansion of the 13 test spacecraft subsystems are
shown in Figure III-4.
In summary, the 1969 Saturn IB/Centaur Test Flight configuration is
lU_llbl_l tU _UA 1_Wl _A ..... k4_1 m_cc_m mvrm + +h=+
1) There is no science payload;
2) The Flight Capsule is replaced by a simulated Flight Capsule.
111-3.9.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
The 1969 Saturn IB/Centaur Test Flight provides an opportunity to prove
flight component functions well in advance of the 1971 mission, thereby
guarding against any unforseen problems that might prejudice 1971
mission performance.
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_lure i11-3: 1969Saturn S-IBICentaur Orbiter--Mission Profile
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III-3.10 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT_ SPACECRAFT LAYOUT
AND CONFIGURATION--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.10.1 Description
This section defines the configuration and layout of the 1969 Saturn-
IB/Centaur-launched Mars orbital flight test spacecraft. The configur-
ation is identical to the 1971 Voyager Flight Spacecraft described in
Section 3.1 of D2-82709-!_ the drawings, hardware definition, and
analysis contained therein are applicable to this vehicle except as
noted.
The Saturn-IB/Centaur-launched test spacecraft has the inherent capa-
bility of test-flying all 1971 hardware components in an environment
representative of the 1971 mission and at the same time demonstrating
the 1971 operations. Should it be desired to include scientific or
developmental experiments along with the 1969 Test Flight,
this configuration also has the potential to accomodate the following,
alone or in combination:
1)
2)
3)
Cruise and orbital experiments;
Mars atmosphere experiments;
Lander development tests.
III-3.10.1.1 Applicable Documentation and Drawings
Documentation and drawings for the 1969 Test Flight Spacecraft are the
same as the 1971 Voyager spacecraft. The 1971 spacecraft general-arrange-
ment drawing_ 25-50034A 9 Sheet i_ is repeated in this section for conveni-
ence as Figure III-5.
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III-3.10.i.2 Functional Description
The only significant differences between the 1971 Flight Spacecraft
and the 1969 Test Spacecraft are:
i) Additional test data instrumentation is carried on the 1969 Test
Spacecraft which will utilize the excess capacity of the telecom-
munications system made available by the elimination (or reduction)
in capsule and/or science payload data loads.
2) Consideration is given to providing maximum propellant loading on
the 1969 Test Flight (as described in Section III-4.3 of this docu-
ment) to permit greater flexibility of Mars orbit selection. The
same motor case is used in both the 1969 and 1971 configurations.
III-3.10.i.3 Interface Definition
A simulated Flight Capsule reduced in weight to compensate for the addi-
tional propellant required is included in the 1969 test configuration to
verify the interfaces between the capsule and the nose fairing, Spacecraft
Bus, spacecraft propulsion, and spacecraft adapters during all phases of
the test flight. In all probability, the simulated Flight Capsule will
be supplied by the capsule contractor.
111-3.10.1.4 Physical Characteristics and Constraints
By increasing the propellant weight to the maximum capacity of the motor
case, an 18-hour orbit can be attained. The higher _V required in 1969
does not result in a 1969 launch weight problem because the additional
propellant weight can be compensated for by reducing the weight allocated
to the capsule. The reduction in capsule weight will not significantly
affect the correlation of the 1969 test results to the 1971 Voyager pro-
gram.
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III-3.10.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
Successful completion of one or more of the Saturn-IB/Centaur-launched
1969 Test Flights will have a major effect on the probability of 1971
mission success in that:
i) An integrated, full-duration field test of the complete 1971 Flight
Spacecraft and its OSE will have been conducted in the 1971
mission environment.
2) Additional spacecraft test data instrumentation will enable closer
evaluation of subsystem performance to the component level far
lower than available during the 1971 flight. Corrective action
can be taken before the 1971 launch to enhance the component relia-
bility.
111-3.11 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT t PLANETARY QUARANTINE--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-3.11.1 Description
Decontamination requirements for the 1969 Test Spacecraft are the same
as those established for the 1971 Voyager spacecraft as stated in
Section 3.11 of Volume A, D2-82709-I.
111-3.12 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FLIGHT EQUIPMENTt CLEANLINESS--SATURN
IB/CENTAUR
111-3.12.1 Description
Cleanliness requirements for the 1969 Test Flight are identical to
those described in Section 3.12 of Volume A_ D2-82709-I_ "1971 Preferred
Design."
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT MAGNETICS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.13.1 Description
Magnetic design constraints for the 1969 Test Flight are identical to
those defined in Section 3.13 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, "1971 Preferred
Design."
111-3.14 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT RADIATION EFFECTS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-3.14.1 Description
A general treatment of the effects of radiation on spacecraft components
and subsystems is given in Section 3.14 of Volume A, D2-82709-1.
III-3.14.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The ability of the spacecraft to operate successfully in the Mars
orbital environment will provide additional assurance that radiation
effects wi_l not degrade the 1971 mission.
111-4.0 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT FOR HARDWARE SUBSYSTEM
III-4.1 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT TELECON_vIUNICATIONS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-4.1.1 Description
The telecommunications subsystem will be identical to that described
in Section 4.1 of Volume A, D2-82709-I, for the 1971 preferred design
with the following exceptions:
i) An extra multiplexer will be incorporated to accomodate the
expanded number of test points on the spacecraft subsystem from
which data will be telemetered during the test. The multiplexer
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will interface with the telemetry and data storage subsystem via
the cruise science input channel.
Provision will be made to simulate data inputs for the real-time and
delayed planetary science modes.
III-4.1.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The telecommunication subsystem proposed for the 1971 Voyager mission
includes several advancements in equipment configuration and in data
processing and handling. The major advantages of a 1969 Test Flight
before the 1971 mission are:
I) All elements of the subsystem will receive extended life testing
under the full set of multistress environmental conditions they
will experience in 1971. This will be a much more comprehensive
environmental test of the integrated system than can be achieved
on the ground.
2) The operational software and MDE to be used at the Deep Space Net-
work stations and the Space Flight Operations Facility can be com-
pletely exercised over a full mission profile. This will be of
significant value for personnel training and for discovery of any
discrepancies or deficiencies that remain after ground simulation
and checkout.
3) Verification of the predicted performance of high-data-rate modes
at encounter ranges can be achieved by generating a bit stream sim-
ulating the high-rate output of the data automation system. In
particular this will demonstrate the performance of the high-gain
antenna-pointing system coupled with vehicle dynamics.
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A simulated Flight Capsule, equipped with VHF-relay-link communica-
tion equipment will be carried on a Saturn-IB/Centaur-launched
test flight. Separation of this capsule on a nonimpacting trajec-
tory will permit checkout of VHF-link performance exclusive of
Martian atmosphere or surface proximity effects.
III-4.2. 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT ELECTRICAL POWER--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-4.2.1 Description
The electrical power subsystem for the 1969 Test Spacecraft will be
identical to that for the 1971 mission as described in Section 4.2 of
Volume A, D2-82709-I except for the addition of sensors or monitoring
points to provide for more extensive engineering data.
III-4.2.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
Added confidence in the successful operation of the electrical power
subsystem during the 1971 mission will be gained through a 1969 Test
Flight in the following ways:
l) Better judgment on solar proton radiation damage effects will take
into account the statistical probability that the 1971 environment
is similar to the 1969 environment.
2) Subsystem temperatures will be verified.
8) Battery cycling, panel stresses, temperatures, and other effects
will be verified through actual exposure to space conditions during
cyclic occultations.
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111-4.3 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT PROPULSION--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-4.3.1 Description
This subsystem is identical to that described in Section 4.3 of D2-
82709-1 with one exception. The solid-propellant orbit insertion motor
case will be used for maximum propellant load, providing a _V of 6550
fps, in lieu of 5700 fps and an 18-hour orbit period about Mars. A
separate qualification testing program will be required for the orbit
insertion motor with the increased propellant loading.
III-4.3.2 1969 Test Flight Benefits
The 1969 Test Flight will demonstrate the suitability of the midcourse
correction and orbit propulsion system design concept, the selection of
components, and the operating modes under the environmental conditions
of a 1971 mission.
In particular, the following data would be obtained:
i) Determine monopropellant engine operating performance in space
environment using the spontaneous catalyst ignition.
2) Determine operating reliability of solenoid isolation valves in
the pressurization and propellant-feed portions of the system for
repeated engine start and shutdown sequences.
3) Evaluate orbit-insertion solid-propellant motor start, burn, and
thrust-vectoring characteristics following long-term storage in
deep space environment. It is noted that the 1969 Test Flight of
the motor with maximum propellant load imposes a more stringent test
of the motor case than the 1971 mission.
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1969 TEST SPACECRAFT ENGINEERING MECHANICS--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
Summary--This section is identical to the engineering mechanics described
in Section 4.4 of Volume D2-82709-I except that, with the use of a simu-
lated capsule, revised science payload and revised orbit insertion engine
propellant loading the 1969 Test Spacecraft mass properties will be re-
vised as follows.
The mass properties of the Voyager 1969 Test Spacecraft (Saturn IB/Centaur
launch vehicle) are equal to the values presented for the 1971 Voyager
spacecraft, subject to the following exceptions. The 1971 spacecraft has
a solid-propellant load of 2306 pounds, which is 532 pounds less than the
motor design capacity of 2838 pounds. The 1969 Test Spacecraft will use
this maximum solid-propellant capacity, in combination with an off-loaded
simulated Flight Capsule so that the separated planetary test vehicle
weighs 7800 pounds. The mass properties will change to the anticipated
nominal values given below:
Condition Weight CG STA. Iz Ix ly
(ib) (in.)
Initial Deployed 7800 42.3 4890 5060 5370
Condition
Start Capsule 7703 42.7 4860 5030 5340
Separation
Start Orbit 5933 24.6 3002 1640 1950
Insertion
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III-4.5 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT SCIENCE--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
No provisions have been made for a science payload on the 1969 Test
Flight; however, structural support, electrical power, and telemetry
is available should science experiments be required.
111-4.6 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE REFERENCES AND AUTOPILOT
SUBSYSTEM--SATURN IB/CENTAUR
111-4.6.1 Description
The attitude reference and autopilot subsystem for the 1969 Test Flight
with the Saturn IB/Centaur launch vehicle is identical to the equipment
described in Volume A, Section 4.5, for the 1971 mission.
111-4.6.2 1969 Test FliNht Benefits
Partial confirmation of the operation of the subsystem can be obtained
from a simulation test program on Earth. However, complete confirmation
can be obtained only through test under actual operating conditions. For
example, an important function of the gyros is to maintain vehicle atti-
tude during maneuvers and occultation in order to point the high-gain
antenna, It is anticipated that the long-term drift bias stability of
the gyro is less than 0.05 degree per hour, which is adequate; however,
there is no data on long-term operation at zero acceleration to confirm
this. Consequently a test flight similar to the 1971 Voyager would pro-
vide data required to confirm the bias stability of the gyro under zero-
g conditions as well as prove the validity of subsystem operation within
the combined effects of induced and natural environments.
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111-4.7 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-4.7.1 Description
The reaction control subsystem for the Saturn IB/Centaur 1969 Test Flight
is the same subsystem as described in Section 4.7 of D2-82709-I.
g
III-4.7.2 Test Fliqht Benefits
The test flight will prove the capability of the specific reaction con-
trol hardware to operate for extended periods of time in space. Space
environment and time are the only criteria for the test.
Temperatures and pressures of the propellant tanks will be determined
during prolonged space exposure.
111-4.8 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT CENTRAL COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER--
SATURN IB/CENTAUR
III-4.8.1 Description
The central computer and sequencer subsystem for the 1969 Test Flight is
exactly the same as that described in D2-82709-I, Section 4.8, for the
1971 preferred design. The 1969 Test Flight will carry a simulated
Flight Capsule that will provide dynamic simulated electrical interfaces
representative of those of the i971 Flight Capsule. The 1969 capsule
will simulate the 1971 capsule in all mission phases before Mars encoun-
ter and will be ejected in a manner similar to that of the 1971 capsule.
The CC&S will run a complete 1971 program of commands and switching to
the simulated capsule.
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111-4.8.2 1969 Test Fliqht Benefits
............ J_
Ine specific benefits of a 1969 waturn i_/uentaur Test Flight to the
OC&$ subsystem are as follows:
i) Reliability--The bit error rate of the DSIF to spacecraft tele-
communication subsystem command link will be exactly defined, and
will verify error checking or correcting codes within the command
message. In addition, the performance of the CC&S in accepting,
verifying, and executing these real-time and stored commands will
be demonstrated over the long mission duration and in the actual
environment of the 1971 mission.
2)
Hardware failures and degradations occurring in the CC&S sub-system
during the 1969 flight will provide information on the adequacy of
the ground test program, the reliability of the selected parts and
tolerances, and the adequacy of the reliability design including
redundancy, work-around techniques, critical-path analysis, stored
program techniques, and data transfer techniques.
Versatility--The 1969 Test Flight will demonstrate the ability of
the CC&$ to accept changes to the stored preplanned sequence of
events at any time as dictated by mission circumstances. The tests
will include demonstration of switchover between the two redundant
CC&S control assembly logic processing units. Override capability
of real-time ground-initiated commands will be demonstrated.
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Parazraph,
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Fi&_are No.
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Para. II-2.1.1.2
Part I
INTEGRATED EST PROGRAM SCHEDULE
1969 SATURN IB/CENTAUR TEST FLIGHT
Replace figure with attached corresponding
revised schedule.
INTEGRATED TEST PROGRAM SCHEDULE
1969 ATLAS/CENTAUR TEST FLIGHT
Replace figure with attached corresponding
revised schedule.
Part II
Heliocentric Flight
Revise third sentence which reads:
"The flight will use a Type I trajectory, a
C3 of 15.5 (km/sec) 2, and launch dates from
M_y 7 through June 22, 1969."
to read as follows:
"The flight will use a Type I trajectory, a
maximum CR of 15.5 (km/sec) 2, and launch dates
from May _ through June 22, 1969 with a
separated spacecraft weight of 1500 pounds."
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Paragraph,
Table _ or
Figure No.
Para. !I-2.1.2
Pa_'a. Ii-2.3.1
Para. 11-2.5.1
Para. 11-2.5 •2
Subsystems
Revise the paragraph,
"With the exclusion of the science subsystem the
characteristics and restraints for the 1969 Test
Spacecraft subsystems are the same as those
established in Section 2.1.3 of Volume A,
D2-82709-1, for the 1971 preferred design."
to read as follows:
"With the exclusion of the science subsystem,
the Spacecraft/Capsule RF link, and the orbit
insertion engine, the characteristics and
restraints are the same as those established
in Section 2.1.3 of Volume A, D2-82709-1, for
the 1971 preferred design."
Description (Maneuver Accuracy)
Revise the paragraph which reads:
"The maneuver accuracy and propulsion require-
ments for the 1961 Test Flight are thesame
as described in Volume A for the 1971 preferred
design."
to read:
"The maneuver accuracy and propulsion require-
ments for the 1969 Test Flight are the same as
those described in Volume A for the 1971 pre-
ferred design except for the deletion of the
orbit trim AV requirements."
Description (Parts, M_terials and Processes)
Delete this entire subparagraph including the
title.
1969 Test Flight Benefits
Change the paragraph number to II-2.5.1.
KO.
Ii-15
ii-32
!i-33
II-51
Paragraph,
Table, or
Figure No.
_ab!e II-1
Table _-3
:,_gure 11-9
.
ERRATA (Continued)
VOLUME D
Page 3
ATIAS/CENTAUR TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS
l) Add the following footnote:
"AV = impulse total velocity from lO0-nautical-
mile circular parking orbit."
2) _he last column on the right entitled:
"Communication Distance"
should read:
,I_ •
_!axmmum Co_.ication Distance at Encounter."
FLIGHT DATA ___._u_ZENT LIST
_ Delete identification n_bers 146, 147, 1'48,
149 (Engine Pitch and Yaw Actuators). Add a
duplicate set of identification numbers
150 through 157.
INBOARD PROFILE--1969 TEST SPACEC._-_T--
ATLAS/ CENTAUR
i) Revise callout at right of figure_to read
as follows:
1
SUBSYSTEMS
DELETED
2)
3)
In the plan view, lower left of figure,
delete the number "l" from the box numbered
l, lO, ll. The adjoining large box pre-
sently numbered "l" should be numbered "13."
Delete the box and number "l" from the
developed view in the upper left of the
figure.
Q,
Page
No.
IiI-4
Paragraph,
Table, or
Figure No.
Para. III-2.1.2
zzz-6
if!-6
I!z-6
Para. III-2.5 -1
Para. TTT-2oS.2
Para. III-3.1.1
ERRATA (Continued)
VOLUMED
D2-82709-4
Page 4
Part III
Test Flight Profile
The subindenture number 2 which reads:
"A C3 of 17.0 (km/sec) 2''
should read:
"A _imum C3 of 17.O (km/sec)_ ....
Description (Aiming Point)
The first line which reads:
"The aiming-point selection for the 1969
Mars ...."
should be revised to read:
"_ne aiming-point selection process for the
1969Mars ..... "
Description (Parts, Materials and Processes)
Delete this entire subparagraph including the
title.
1969 Test Fn_i_ht Benefits
Renumber the paragraph to III-2.5.1.
Description (Standard Trajectories)
The first line which reads:
"The 1971 Voyager mission will be performed
with an 18-hour .... ."
should be revised to read:
"The 1971 Voyager mission can, for example, be
performed with an 18-hour ..... "
iII-9
Paragray_h,
Table, or
Figure No.
Table III-1
ERRATA (Continued)
VOLUMED
D2-82709-4
Page 5
SATURN IB/C_TAUR--TraJectory Characteristics
i) The middle col_u__nentitled
"REQ R C3
should be titled to read:
(k_/sec)"_AXI_oq._REqUI_P_D C3 " 2" 2_,,
2) The title in the next to the last column on
the ri_t w_--_h reads:
_0Y__oIC!CAT!ON DIS_-_&_u_
should be revised to read:
'q_X!I;K;MCO:_24UNICATION DISTAi_CE, AT
ENCOUNTER (_)"
3) In the title of the last columu on the right,
a A should be added before the "V" to make
the title read:
"INSERTION AV REQUIREMENTS (ft/sec)"
4) Move the five Saturn IB/Centaur callouts in
the second col_mnup to coincide with the
missions. The first two columns sh_ld read
MISSION BOOSTER
Mars Orbit with 18-hr
Period
Mars Orbit,
18-hr Period
Mars Orbit,
30-hr Period
Mars Orbit,
60-hrPeriod
Mars Orbit,
60-hrPeriod
Mars Flyby
Saturn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
S_turn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
Saturn IB/Centaur
D2-82709-4
Page 6
ERRATA (Continued)
VOLUME D
Page
No.
Paragraph,
Table, or
Figure No.
III-15 Para. !II-3.3.1 Description (Design Parameters)
The second sentence which reads:
"These sheets (SCDPS) are also applicable to the
Saturn IB/Centaur-launched 1969 Test Spacecraft
except for deletion of science instrumentation
and science data automation equipment and the
addition of one multiplexer-encoder unit for
additional engineering performance data."
should be revised to read as follows:
"_hese sheets (SCDPS) are also applicable to the
Saturn IB/Centaur-launched 1969 Test Spacecraft
except for the deletion of science instrumenta-
tion and the addition of one multiplexer-encoder
unit for additional engineering performance
data."
111-27 _ _ __ i!!-2Izo_ FLIGHT DATA MEASUREMENT LIST
and
Iii-2S -
- _:_Rmplmce identi£ic ation numberscl_50_ _151__=152-
_:..... ................. _ !-!_z_d 153 with the attached item@._i A_! __,£-
-_ -----:_cate set of identification numbers 154 _;; _:_:%_
Description (Propulsion)!iX- 50 Par&_ III-4_3.1
The second sentence which reads:
"The solid-propellant orbit insertion motor
case will be used for maximum propellant
loading, providing a AV of 6550 fps, .... "
should be revised to read:
"The solid-propellant orbit insertion motor
case will be used for maximumpropellant
loading, providin6, a AV of 6640 fps, .... "
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II.
ill.
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
_PZ
SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA
DEVELOPMENT & VERIFICATION
STRUCTURAL TEST MODEL GT-I
THERMAL TEST MODEL GT-2
DYNAMIC TEST MODEL GT-3
ENGINEERING MODEL GT-4
APPROVAL TESTS (TAT)
SUBSYSTEMS
PROOF TEST MODEL 1969
COMPATIBILITY TEST MODEL 1969
PROOF TEST MODEL 1971 NO. I
PROOF TEST MODEL 1971 NO. 2
*JPL TEST SPACECRAFT
T1966 J 1967
V
DEVELOPMENT
FREEZE
BREAD-
BOARD
TESTS J
,I
FAB
ENGINEERING
MODFL TESTS
FAB
FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS (FAT)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT 1969 SPARE (SAME AS COMPAT TEST MODEL 1969)
I
I F_
!
I I :_::_ L
l'-I
TEST FLIGHT S/C NO. 1 (1969)
TEST FLIGHT S/C NO. 2 (1969)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT (SPARE)(1971)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT NO. 1 (1971)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT NO. 2 (1971)
* Per Specimen Statement of V,'_,,.
D2-82709-4
1969 ATLAS/CENTAUR TEST
1971 SATURN IB/CENTAUR MISSION
TEST l
_,_ I TEST
FAB TESTI
FAB
FAB j
1968 1969 i 1970
,-,-,. ENCOUNTER
LA__O.NCH _il/ii2.1ilillllllilXl,_ PERIOD
i'>_"_ lO !..l _ [//i (FLYBy)
FAB " l
I
FAB
•-,SgEMSLY & TFST \
TAT i
ASS'Y, TEST LTR i
& TAT TESTING i
AssY_ I , i jE:_,_'DFATl# I ET_ ,
O0_DSTONEbri
i IASSY & FAT I
!
' ij ASSY & FAT
F>,5 _ ASSY/FAT,/TAT
i' FAB & ASSY/FAT
' ISHIP TO JPLIi
t
___ ETR
?P,ELAUNCH
TESTING
I GOLD.ISTONE i ETR '_,
J DES. VER. LIFE TEST _1
l FAI_ J
I FAB
l FAB
I ,i
Figurei-4:
1971
1971 LAUNCH WINDOW
OPEN
SHIP TO ETR
F_I HANGER C/O IASSY &FAT & PAD TESTING i
ASSY &FAT I "_ ETR
• P'-J.PRELAUNCH
I ASSY &FAT J _TESTING
I
Integrated Test Program Schedule
1-17
1969 SATURI
1971 SATUP,_
1966 1967
Ze
II.
DEV2: OPMENT TESTS
...... : r_M., DESIGN _.._i _,-,, IA
DEVELOPMENT & VERIFICATION
STI:_UCTURAL TEST MODEL GT-I
":':-LER.M.ALTEST MODEL GT-.2
-,,,_w._- TEST MODEL GT-3
ENGINEERING MODEL GT-4
TYPE APPROVAL TESTS (TAT)
$UBSYSTEMS
?ROOF TEST MODEL 1969
COMPATIBILITY TEST MODEL 1969
F._OOF TEST MODEL 1971 NO. 1
PROOF TEST MODEL 1971 NO. 2
JPL TEST SPACECRAFT
111. FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS (FAT)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT 1969 SPARE
TEST FLIGHT S/C NO. I (1969)
TEST FLIGHT S/C ND . 2 (1969)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT (SPARE) (1971)
FLIGH_ SPACECRAFT NO. I (1971)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT NO. 2 (1971)
*Per Specimen.Statement of Work Phase 11
DEVELOPMENT
FREEZE
BREADBOARD
I TESTS
ENGINEERING J
MODEL TESTS i
1971{L1969 FAB
(SAME AS PTM 1969)
Iii
D2-82709-4
iN IB/CENTAUR TEST
IN IB/CENTAUR MISSION
1_8 I_ 1969___
PERIOD
i TEST
ARRIVAL
PERIOD
{ORBIT
INSERTION)
1971
1971 LAUNCH WINDOW
ASSE.V,:_LY & TEST
TAT
_ I ASSY&EXTENDED ?,:,T
ASSY & _A_ TE T ./ "
GOLDSTONE -_'/"
]-- I ASSV &
L FA_ ! TEST
!
I
|
I ASSY & FATFAB
.I
FAB I ASSY & FAT
I I
!
I ETa,i!,
-_TRi i
j_ _ FAB j ASSY & TAT
i
..... .A ,_.
,._ ETR
PRELAUNCH
TESTING
I FAB
1970
\
GOLDSTONE
DES. VER. LIFE TEST
OPEN
V
_f-" SHIP TO ETR
t 1 J -- ETR
HANGER C/O PREI _s.,_.,A.,[j oso ],{-.,.,s_,_c,-,
A ....! I z!/
Figure 1-3: IntegratedTestProgramSchedule
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